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ABSTRACT 

Presently, there is very limited federd legislation in Canada that will protect 

whistleblowers fkom retaliation when they expose unethid. illegal and illegitimate 

activities in organizations. The purpose of this thesis is to argue that Canada needs to 

adopt a modifieci form of the Aumicari whistleblowing legislation, in both the private 

and public sectors. in order to provide the whistleblower with an incentive towards 

reporting the unethical, iUegal a d o r  illegitimate activities of a person or a .  organization. 

This thesis shows that there is a need for whistleblowing legislation in Canada. It 

is in the public's best interest for wrongdoing to be exposed and then terminated in both 

the public and private sectors. Ontario's legislative experience in proposing 

whistleblowing protection legislation based on the American legisiation provides 

valuable insight into issues that must be addressed when proposing this legislation. 

It is argued that Canada should use the American whistleblowing protection 

legislation as a mode1 for developing legislation within the Canadian contea. A 

proposed modifieci form of the American whistleblowing protection legislation is 

developed for the public and private secton. This proposed legislation supports and 

encourages the disclo sure of wrongdoing through the process of whist leblowing by 

providing both protection and an incentive for whistleblowers. Furthexmore, it is argued 

that a major media-laden political scanda1 will have to occur m the Canadian federd 

govemment for this legislation to be passed. 
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1 

CHAPTER ONE - The Issue of Whistleblowing In Perspective 

Introduction 

Whistleblowing is an emotionally charged and controversial issue. There is much 

debate as to whether whistleblowing shodd be encouraged within the private or public 

sectors. ûpponents argue that the encouragement of whistleblowing cm have negative 

repercussions on emplo yee morale. Io yalty and trust that Ïn turn can affect an 

organkation's efficiency. effectiveness and productivity. However. proponents argue 

that the positive outcornes sternming fkom the encouragement and protection of 

whist leblowing for both private and public organizations far outweigh any negat ive 

consequences that may occur as a result. 

Two parties c m  assess the same situation regarding a potential whistleblowing 

context and corne to polar opposite conclusions about whether there is a need for the 

emplo yee to blow the whistle on the alleged activities. Whistleblowing is subjective in 

nature and therefore needs to be analyzed ffom the interests of the potential 

whistleblower, the general public and the organization, involving both private and public 

sectors. Whialeblowers sound an alarm about the organization they work for when they 

report the illegal conduct or hudulent behaviour that is o c m g .  

It is the position of this author that ethics needs to be encouraged in organizations, 

for immoral, unethical and illegitimate activities never lead to the betterment of society in 

general. Whistleblowing is an employee's attempt at trying to rectiQ the wrongdoing that 

is occurring in the present work situation, and is rarely entered hto without prior 

contemplation of the possible consequences of such an act. The question is whether the 



ambiguity and confusion m u n d i n g  the issue of whistleblowing supersede the value of 

and the need for whistleblowing as a positive checkpoint system for organizations. 

Shouid organizations. within the private and public sectors, establish policies that wiil 

encourage the reporthg of wrongful activities and promote whistleblowhg'? 

Organùational wrongdoing that continues becaw it is neither reporteci nor 

sanctioned may be hancialiy coaly and detrimental to the organization. Whialeblowing 

represents a critical mechanism by which top managers or senior officiais may leam of 

organizational wrongdoing and take appropriate action. hponents argue that 

whistleblowing leads to the constructive renewal of organizations and there fore should be 

encouraged. in this view. it is essential for aii organizations to establish whistle-blowing 

policies that will provide emplo yees with charnels to report ïüegal, immoral or unethical 

activities. Thus. to support, encourage and a f f i  whistleblowing, as will be argued later, 

the Canadian governent needs to establish laws that will clearly protect the 

whistleblower. 

Signif~cance of Whistle blo wing 

It is very dficult to accurately estimate the levels of wrongdoing and 

whistleblowing within any organizationl There are many wrongdoings that go 

unreponed, get covered up or never even addressed by the organization. In addition, no 

govenunent agency in Canada keeps a record of the amount of whialeblowing reports 

per year in either the private or public sectors. However, there are a significant numba 

1 Brian K. Buxtan and Janet P. Near. "Estimating the hicidence of Wrongdoing and Whide-blowing: 
M t s  of a Study Using RImdmnizd Response Techniqge." Journal of Business Ethics, VOL 14, no. 1 
(January 1993, p. 1 9. 



of whistleblowing allegations reporteci in the newspaper and through other various media 

outlets each year. 

One example of whistleblowing is Michael Gravel, a federal Conservative Party 

MP, who was charged in 1986 with ten counts of bribery or attempted brïbery and eight 

charges of breach of trust afier a public servant blew the whistle on him. It was alleged 

that he had accepted or sought about $1 00.000 fiom contracton and other businesses in 

bnbes when awardmg f e d d  govemment contracts for the Museum of Civilkation 

project. Mer the Conservative party was re-elected in 1988. Gravel plead guihy to the 

charges. and was sentenced to two years in jail and hed  $50.000.' 

The second example is the conflict of interest scanda1 in 199 1, involving Bill 

Vander Zalm. Premier of British Columbia, which resuhed in his resignation f?om office. 

Vander Zalm was charged with violating the confiict-of-interest codes that he had helped 

establish in his province. He used his political insight and office in the successful selling 

of his personally owned Fantasy Gardens to a foreign investor fkom ~ a i w a n . ~  

A third example is the scheme that defiauded the people of Saskatchewan of 

nearly $8 50.000 in 1 99 5. Thiny-eight Conservative MLAs unanimousl y approved the 

diversion of twenty-five percent of his or her earmarked communication expenses to 

numbered companies, and fiom there into the pockets of both Conservative MLAs and 

cabinet members. Lome McLaren, Labour Minister. was sentenced to three and a half 

years in jail for his part in a scheme where he personally took $1 14,000. Four other 

Sharon Sutherland. "The Canadian Federal Govenmient: Pafxanage, Unity, Secilrity, and Pirrity''. m 
Corruption Character & Conduct: Essqvs on Canadian Covernmental Ethia. Ed. John W. Iimnford and 
Aiian Tupper. Taranto. W: Oxford University Press, 1 994, p. 1 1 5. 

Ian Greene and David P. Shugaxman. Honert Politicr. Toronto, W: James Lorimer and Company, 1997. 
p ~ .  78-82. 



ML& have k e n  conviaed three have been acquitteci and another four have been 

charged. One other MLA committed suicide before an investigation could be launched 

into his affair~.~ 

The laa example is  the Somalia scandal where a Somali youth was W e d  by 

Canadian peacekeepers in their compound in March 1993. This scandal showed how the 

govenunent and some o f f  s departments obstmcted investigation. lied about the facts and 

withheld information, 

The world toâay is continually changing, increasingly competit ive and completely 

unpredictable. Many organizations have faced hard financial times and have been forced 

to drastically downsize their operations due to the recession Canada has k e n  

experiencing over the past years. To survive. some organizations have taken on a 

Machiavellian attitude where the ends are all that is important and the means are 

irrelevant.' The message then k ing  sent to a i l  the employees is that ''reaching the 

objectives is what mattas. and how you get there does not matter.& It is often when 

orgauizations take on this philosophy of 'survival at ali coas' that there is a greater 

probability of quenionable and criminal behaviour within the organization. 

People are aware that there is little if any job security in today's world and there is 

little hope of this changing in the near fiiture. A prominent fear in most people's lives is 

losing their current jobs. Organizations are continuaily putting greater demands on the 

employees in regard to their productivity, and in an attempt to keep thek jobs, some 

Greeneandshagarnian,~. 1. 
Nie& MachiaveUi. The Prince. Ed and tnms. David Wooton Inciianapolis: Hackea PubMmg 
Company Inc, 1995, pg. 1 O. Machiavellian theory states that the ends justifies the means, The doaine of 
Machiavelli, which denies the releviillce of morality m orpanizatianal afh& holds th& craft and deceit are 
justifid In m g  and mümÛning power. 

Kenneth Labich. "The New CEsis m Busimess Ethies." F o r n e ,  A@ 20 1992, p. 167. 



people resort to unethical behaviour.' Ofien people first start by committing srnail flegal 

or unethical acts, and then as time passes and their confidence grows. the wrongdoings 

increase in fiequency and severity. 

Issues of ethics. morality and legality for organizations are a timeless concern for 

society. People have a right to hold the public officials and businesses accountable for 

their actions. to make sure they aa with integrity and eficiency. The public c m  pressure 

the govenunent to create policies and laws to aisure that public officials act ethically. 

and to reguiate the ethical conduct of businesses (see Chapter TWO).' This concm for 

ethical practices has helped to raise the issue of whether people should be encouraged to 

blow the whistle on wrongdoings within their organization. If this is the case. there needs 

to be laws and policies that will protect the individual as well as appropriate procedures 

for blowing the whistle. First, it is imperative that whistleblowing be defined within the 

private and public secton. 

Defuiition of Whistieblowing in Private end Public Secton 

People often associate the t a m  whistleblowing with the image of a person in a 

dominant authority position who blows the whistle to stop the aaivities of a person or 

group. For example, a referee in a basketball game blows the whistle for play to corne to 

a stop whenever there is an fiaction of the niles. However, emplo yees who protest the 

wrongdoing within an organization are not invokmg a whistle of authority when they 

7 Labich, p. 167. 
8 

John W. U o r d  and Ailan Tnppa. 'The Good, the Ba4 and the Ugiy Thrmong About the Canduct of 
Pnblic ~cials'', m W o r d  and Tnpper, p. 3. 



blow. but rather a whistle of de~peration.~ The penon lacks the power and authority 

withm the organkation to make the changes king sought. and therefore feels compeiied 

to blow the whistle to parties of greater power and authority in the hopes of correaing the 

situation Whistleblowers simply sound an alarm about the organization in which they 

work when they report the unethical, illegal or hudulent behaviour that is o c c ~ g .  

There is much disagreement over the definition of whistleblowing. Miceli and 

Near define whistleblowing as the 'disclonire by organization members (former or 

curent) of iilegaL immoral or illegitimate practices under the control of their employers, 

to persons or organizations (intemal or extemal) that may be able to take action to stop 

the ~ r o n ~ d o i n ~ . " ~ ~  

One critic argues that the definition should be more specific about the illegal and 

illegitimate practices. Ln addition, the cornmentator contends that the immoral scenarios 

should be omitted fiom the de finition since immoralit y is subjective and therefore cannot 

be adequately defined. The definition proposeci by this critic is that ÿvhistleblowing 

involves the unauthorized disclosure of information that an employee reasonably believes 

evidences the contravention of any law; rule or regulation; codes of practice or 

professional aatement; or involves the mismanagement, corruption, abuse of authority. or 

a danger to the public or a worker's health or safety."" This definition of whistleblowing 

is too m o w .  It does not take mto consideration the situation involving immoral 

practices that are within the letter of the law that lead to inherent danger for the public. 

9 Alan F. Westin. Whide  Blowing: hyali), and Dissent in the Cotporation. New York City, N.Y.: 
McGraw-Hiil Book Company, 198 1, p. 1. 
'O Marcia P. Miceli and Janet P.  Near. Biowing the Wristle. New Yodc City, N.Y.: Lexington Boalcs, 1992 
p. 45. 
11 Gerald Vint- "Whistle Blowing: Corporate Heïp or Hindranœ?" Management Declsion, vol. 30, no. 1, 
January 1992, p. 44. 



in cornparison. Miceli and Near's definition covers al l  scenarios of wrongdoing by 

including immorality since R is possible that an activity rnay be immoral and harmfid to 

society whiie k ing  legal. The Inter of the iaw may not have yet been created or 

developed to handle that partidar situation. 

A second cornmentator reasons that the definition should only involve the 

reporting of wrongdoing to external parties, since d is though the external reportkg that 

the public becomes aware of. and a factor in, whistleblowing." However, this criticism 

overlooks the main criteria in Miceli and Near's definition about reporting the 

wrongdoing to people or organizations that have the power to take the appropriate 

meames to change the situation if the allegations are hue. It does not matter whether 

these parties are in or outside the organization. only that they have the required authonty 

to potentially r e d y  the wrongdoing. 

Lafiamboise contends that whistleblowers by definition are not 'public heroes.' 

Whistleblowing is on1 y justifiable when the activities reporteci are more abhorrent to the 

peer or cornmunit y values than the a a  of whialeblowing in itself. l3 However. 

La fi-amboise does not provide any guidance as to how a person would determine this. or 

upon what basis it would be appropriate for a person to make this conclusion. It is still 

left to the discretion of the person to determine whether the wrongfùl activit y justifies 

reporting. in addition, Lafiamboise criticizes inaviduals who sit on a high moral perch 

and use whistleblowing as their justification for believing that they have a "duty" to 

l2 Timothy R Bamett. "A Relimhry InveStigaticm of the Relatimship Baweai Selmed OrgmnaüQaal 
Characteristics and Exîemal Whistle-blowing by Employees." Journal of Business Ethics, VOL 1 1, no. 1, 
1992, p. 950. 
13 HL, Miamboise. "Vile Wretches and PubSc Heroes: The =CS of Whistleblowing m Goverment" 
Canadian Public Administration, vol. 34, no. 1, Spring 1 99 1, p. 73. 



report ail wrongdoing, regardless of the severity. It has ken show that in certain 

circumstances, the process through which an individual blew the whhle was more 

harmful and destructive than the wrongful act itself. This author views Laframbroke's 

opinion as king idiosyncratic since this is me1y the case in point for whistleblowers. 

Within the governent context. Kernaghan and Langford redefine whistleblowing 

as the ''public servant's open disclosure or surreptitious leakuig to persons beyond the 

boudaries of the individual's own agency or deparünent of confidential information 

concerning a harmful act that a colleague or superior has committed. is contemplating or 

is allowing to O C C U ~ . " ~ ~  This defmition does not contradia Miceli and Near's defmition. 

However. Kemaghan and Langford's definition does not state whether the public servant 

may be a former employee and whether the public servant can report the whistleblowing 

through interna1 mechaaiSm. 

This paper will use Miceli and Near's definition of whistleblowing in both the 

private and public secton. in addition. this papa wiU only be focusing on situations 

where there has been a serious violation(s) wàhin an organization. The question then 

becomes why individuals feel they m u t  blow the whistle when they have identified a 

serious violation in an organization. 

Identifying the Need for Whistleblowing 

There are a number of complexities in deciding whether or not there is a need for 

whistleblowing within the private and public sectors. Some theorists argue that 

whistleblowing encourages people t O bring fo rward their concems about wrongful 

14 Kameth Kanagb  and John rim4ford. ïïte Responsible Public Servant. Haiifax, N.S.: The Jmtitute for 
Research on Pubiic Policy, 199 1, p. 94. 



activities within organizations. ûthm suggest that whistleblowing wiü help to act as a 

deterrem for wrongdoers smce there will be an hcreased risk that the person will be 

caught. l5 

Opposing positions remark that there is no need for whinleblowing in 

organization because ali unethical and immoral aaivities are eventually discovered and 

stopped through a natural process within organizations. They contend that the high moral 

standards in the work environment will ensure that any illegal or immoral activities will 

not be tolerated. It is also argued that employees will use whinleblowing as a retaliative 

tool for their own persona1 agendas and many use whistleblowing as a way to avoid 

facing the justifieci personnel sanctions against them In this view, whistleblowing 

provides people an oppominay to make pious moral judgements about an organization's 

activities. Some people, according to this argument, use whistleblowing as a way to 

protest the organization's mandate or policies that are in conflict with the individual's 

personal values and opinions. 

Some commentators fiirther argue that the investigation of improper actions by 

either interna1 or extemal agencies are often time-consuming. expensive and do not result 

in any concrete conclusions. It is sometimes difficuk to determine the acniracy of the 

allegation based upon the facts known about the individual's or organization's conduct. 

As weii, once al1 the facts surromding the allegation are investigated, R may be a case 

where the whistleblower misinterpreted or made the wrong assu~lptions. The system that 

protects the emplo yee ' s expression of wrongdoing mua take into considerat ion the time, 

15 LRonard J. Brooks. "Whiscleblowers ...Lem to Lave Th-" Cmdzàn Basiness Rmiew, Summer 1993, 
p. 19. 



place and manner in which the employee voiced the concerns to ensure that the employee 

did it m the moa dismet, and least distuptive and damaging way. 

It is left to the discretion of the penon contemplating whistleblowing to determine 

if it is in the public's best interest to bring forward the illegal immoral or illegitimate. It 

would be helpful to the potential whistleblower if clear legal definitions of what 

constmites a safe product, danger to the public's health and safety, and the improper 

treatment of employees codd be developed. This ambiguity leaves it open for a wide 

range of personal judgements and perspectives as to what is the proper conpliance of 

each activity. Some moralists argue that the only factor in a person's decision to biow 

the whistle should be to prove whether or not the activity is iilegal. immoral or 

illegitimate. If it is, then the person has a moral obligation to report the wrongdoing. AU 

other factors should be ignored when contemplating such an a a i o d 6  However. there 

must be recognition for both the individual and the organization that there are both 

positive and negative consequences if the whistle is blown on any immoral. unethical or 

illegit imat e activit ies. 

The Consequences of Blowing or Not Blolving the Whistle 

People often apply the bee-sting phenornenon to whistleblowers. "A bee aing has 

only one sting to use and using it may lead to one's own rn~rtalit~."~' Correspondingly, a 

penon will only blow the whistle in their organization one tirne, and this act may indeed 

lead to the end of that person's career in that organization and perhaps the indu-. It 

16 Kemagbn and Langford, p. 96. 
" vmten, p. 47. 



has ken shown that the consequences of whialeblowing for an individual are often 

hancial struggle, career disruptions, emotional hardships. family strains and personal 

abuse. 

Society rarely looks with favour on the person who informs the authorities of the 

wrongdoing of an individual or organiration. Whistleblowers are often viewed as 'rats'. 

'squealers', 'informers' or 'finks.' The act of blowing the whistle is rarely considered a 

positive action for an individual to pursue. Society's perception of whistleblowers is 

skewed b y the dramat ic. media-hyped stories about whistleblowers. The media takes 

these emotion-laden moral dilemmas and blows the facts out of proportion. This can lead 

the public to making sweeping genefaiizations or stemtypes about whistleblowen. such 

as all people blowing the whistle aa out of revenge, personal gain or are simply passing 

personal moral judgement on the organization. As well, the generai impression is that the 

person is not a team player. 

It is no doubt a faa that some whistleblowers do report the wrongdoing because 

of their own personal agenda. with little consideration of their personal moral or ethical 

standards. There are many reasons an individual may do this. The person may be 

envious, vengeful or jealous of a colleague, and therefore may simply want to 'stir up 

trouble' for them As weil, the person may be tryhg to cover up his or her own 

incornpetence or ïliegal activity. There are times when a person may strongly disagree 

with a moral decision that the organization made, and therefore draw the conchion that 

he or she needs to blow the whistle on the immoral activity. This conclusion may be 

right or wrong since moral issues are subjective in nature. In addition, not aiî 

whistleblowers are conect in their facts or documentation about what they allege. The 



person may have k e n  misshg some vital information that skewed their perception of the 

situation. and led them to make inaccurate assumptions. 

Loyalty is one of the fiindamental moral codes that is taught and reidorced in 

people since mfanc y. A person who blows the whistle is O ften accused of king 

inesponsible and dislo yal towards their employer. It is alleged that if the person were 

10 yal to the organization they would have found an internat means to stop the wrongfùl 

activit y without having to blow the whistle. Lo yalt y in this situation involves acting in 

accordance with what one has good reason to believe is in the 0rgiini;riltion or the general 

public's best interest. Loyaky does not inrply that a person has a duty to refrain from 

reporting immoral or illegal actions of those to whom they are loyal. An employer who 

is acting immorally is O ften not acting in either the organization's or public's best interest 

and therefore an employee is not acting disloyally by blowing the whistle.'" 

Most people stiu believe that an individual who blows the whistle is "fiinking" and 

is disloyal towards his or her organization. Contrary to this public opinion of 

whistleblowers, research hdings show that the typical whistleblower is an above- 

average performer who is highly commined and loyal to the organization. The employee 

is not disgruntled with his or her job and rarely blows the whistle out of revenge. The 

majority of whistleblowing cases receive little media attention and the person receives no 

financial gain l9 

Some critics argue that an employee has no duty to be loyal to it s employer since 

loyalty demands a reciprocal relationship. They contend that an organiration is not a 

l8 Robat A. Lamer. *bWhistleblowin,g and Empioyee Loyalty." JoumL of Businers Eîhics, vol. 1 1, no. 1, 
I 992), p. 127. 
le Barbara Euorre. "Whistieb1owers: Who's the Real Bad Guv' Management Review, May 1994, p. 18. 



proper objea of 10 yalty since it is i~animate .~~ It is important that people. firms and 

society appropriately assign the blame for the situation on the individual or group that 

was directly responsible for acting wrongfully instead of the person who merely reports 

the activities. 

Organizations should encourage emplo yees to blow the whistle through intemal 

means because it will lead to the least negative ramifications for the organization. 

Interna1 disclosures can often have positive benefits. since the y provide an opportmit y 

for the organization to correct the won@ activities. They c m  lead to a reduction of 

organizational waste and mismanagement; irnprovement of employee morale; avoidance 

of legal regulations, fmes. penalties and lawsuas; maintenance of the public's goodwiu 

and avoidance of damage claims; and increased safety and well k i n g  of organizational 

members. ' ' 
The organizations that try to cover-up the activities, or ignore the internal 

disclosures. nin the nsk of the situation developing into a full-blown scandal. Ofien, 

scandals and extemal disclosures of wrongdoing s bring about unwanted negat ive public 

attention. regulatory investigations and legal liability. The public will lose their trust in 

the organization's credibilày and that may never be regained. Organïzations may 

become hostile and defensive towards the whistleblower due to their fears of the possible 

negative consequences as citecl. 

Few people that observe wrongful activities report them to any penon of 

authority. An individual who notices the illegal or unethical activities and tums a blind 

20 b e r T  p. 125. 
2 1 Miceii and Near, pp. 1 1 - 1 3. 



eye, becomes part of the problem. Organizational wrongdoing that is neither reported nor 

prohibiteci. and therefore continues, can be very costly to an organization and society as a 

whole. The organization that does not actively promote ethical behaviour wdhùi may be 

bumed by an unexpected scandal. The consequences to society may be grave for public 

health, sa f a  y and welfare. and dollars may be at stake. Therefore. it is necessary that 

these activities be reported. 

Often the public demands stricter ethical standards for public officials and the 

government than it would of the private sector. This helps to explain why the public 

strongly supports the development of whistieblowhg mechanisms in government 

agencies for the purpose of reducing h u d ,  confiicts of interests. waste and other abuses 

of public trust. while the public is less enthushic and supportive about having such 

mechanisms established for the private sector." This wiU be disciissed in greater depth 

in chapter two. 

Michael Hoffman makes the natement that "ln to&y's society, ethics are viewed 

as a matter of personal rather than community choice." People have been conditioned to 

think that what is ethical and right for one individual may not be right for another. The 

public has corne to believe that there are no moral absolutes. and this has led to little 

shared accountabildy and responsibility w i t h  ou. society. However, it is exactly this 

concept of shared accountabilay that moves people to blowing the whiale on 

wrongdoing. and it is these same values that lead to higher ethical stdmdards in work 

77 - Tim J. Leech. "Whistlebiowhg m busmess: the Challenge and the Response." Canodian Public 
Administration, vol. 34, no. 1, p. 79. 



environments." Individuals who are contemplating blowing the whistle must consider 

many factors, mcluding the legislation that will or will not protect them 

Factors in Contemplating Whistleblowing 

"Whistleblowing is in lself neither right nor wrong, but rather depends on the 

context. which often is of high moral ambiguity with disputes about the tme nature of the 

situation and differing perceptions."24 It stands to reason that public support for the 

whistleblower depends upon the situation smce there are many ways to blow the 

~hist le . '~ Furthemore, it may be socially desirable for the whistleblower to remam 

silent in some contexts. Whistleblowing is a complex legal and ethical issue. lndividuals 

that are contemplating blowing the whistle must carefuily consider many factors wRhin 

the situational context, the organization and thek personai situation. 

It is of vital importance that the whistleblower accunitely assesses the situational 

context. First, the person must determine if there is documented evidence to back up his 

or her allegation about the wrongdoing. Wiîh this documentation, the individual must try 

to ensure that he or she has the 'whole picture' and that he or she is not missing any 

essential information that would put the facts in a different light. Next, the individual 

must assess what, ifany, biases he or she may personaily possess in regards to assessing 

the situation. This will help ensure that the person is taking an objective rather than a 

subjective point of view. 

23 p. 21. 
24 Vinten, p. 47. 
25 Richard P. Nielsen. 'Y=hanprinP Unethicai Orpnimional Behaviour." Academy of Management 
Executive, VOL 3, no. 2, 1 989, p. 123. See article for mlve  diaerent types of wtustleblowing. 



in addition. the person mua determine exactly what law. code of practice or act 

has been violated. The iUegality and/or impropriety of a particular a a  does not in f self 

justify blowing the whistle as previously mentioned. An individual must assess the 

severity of the wrongdoing to determine if it justifies blowing the whistle in the situation 

knowing the possible consequences of nich an act. The uidividual may try to determine 

if the wrongdoer(s) or organization is knowingly commkting the immoral. unethical or 

illegitimate activities. Next. the individual must determine the process and time h m e  

for how he or she will blow the whinle on the wrongdoing. The person must take hto 

cousideration the process the organization may have outlined in its policies, any legal 

responsibilities they may have in reporting the illegal actMties. and the probability that 

the organization will try to cover up the situation. There are also certain time limits 

within the law cited for reporting alieged violations. 

Whistleblowers often feel caught between their loyalty to an employer and the 

loyalty they feel towards society. People ofien feel indebted to their employers for their 

job and this feeling grows the longer the relationship continues. One fear the individual 

has is that he or she will lose the respect of CO-workers and superiors. Most people 

develop friendships with their colleagues and work becomes part of their social network. 

Whistleblowers are concemed that theà reporting of wrongdoing may get their coworkers 

into trouble with the management because their expertise and ethics may be suspect. 

"Whistleblowing singles out those who knew or should have known about what was 

wrong, what the dangers were and who had the capacity to make the Mixent ch~ices . "~~ 

- p p  -- 
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As weiî. it may lead to insight as to why others in the organization remainecl silent about 

the wrongdoing. 

A related fear for the whistleblower is that the organization or political party will 

suffer such severe hancial, legd or negative publicity, that the organization may have to 

be closed down or the political party may not be re-elected. The whistleblower fears that 

everyone in their organization. including themselves may be unempioyed. Fufthermore. 

the whist leblower must contemplate the po ssibilit y that the organization ' s illegal and 

unethical activities may worsen when they blow the whistle. The act of whistleblowing 

does not m itself guarantee that the ethical conduct and climate of the orgauhtion will 

improve. For example, the wrongdoer, when dismissed by the organization, may be 

replaced by an ernployee who is less ethical. 

The major reason that an employee often chooses not to disclose the wrongdoing 

is the fear of retaliation. Retaliation towards a whistleblower can be done through covert 

and overt ways by CO-workers, superiors and administration. It has been eaablished that 

ninet y- five percent of al1 whist leblowers experience some form O f retaliati~n.'~ 

Retaliation can involve such things as ostracism; demotion fkom the ment job position; 

reassignment to other departments; relocation to remote areas; false complaints about job 

performance; withholding of pension; investigations into pasonal life; and harassrnent of 

family and friends. It is sometimes very d i f f i d  for the whistleblower to prove that this 

harassrnent is a resuit of blowing the whistle. Correspondingly, people also fear that 

- -- 
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there will be no M e r  advancement in thek career. both with their current employer and 

within the industry as a whole. 28 

An example of this is how Frank WiUs, the alen night watchmen who helped 

blow the whistle on the Watergate scandai, had problems finding any type of job for 

years. However. the people that were indicted and convicted of criminal charges went on 

to either respectable jobs in the private sector. wrote books earning profits or even were 

again nominated for O ffic e.2g 

Whistleblowen often pay a high organization and personal price for reporting the 

wrongdoing in an organi;rrition. While a person is m a h g  the decision whether or not to 

report the wrongdoing, he or she wiU go through an agonizmg period of self-examination. 

selfdoubt and intemal conflict. The individual will apply his or her rationalking abildies 

to figuring out the perceived personal benefÏts and coas involved in blowing the whistle. 

There are three main considerations in this decision. One consideration is the 

whistleblower's family. During this del ibera~g period, family members will likely be 

anxious, apprehensive, emotional, stressed and insecure about financial matters. The 

family 's support or non-support of the situation will be critical to the potential 

whistleblower in making the decision to blow the whiale. A second consideration is the 

individual's career. The person's reptation, both personally and professionally, will be 

on the line when she or he blows the whistle. In addition, the person must realize that 

blowing the whistle may remh in the need to make a career change. The laa 

consideration relates to the individuals themselves. The person must consider the 

** Ettom, p. 20. 
" Demiis F. Thompscm. PoZiticuI Ethics und fubiic 0 ' .  Cambridge, Ma: Harvard Univedy Ress, 
1987, p. 92. 



physical, spiritual and mental stmhs this decision will put upon him or her. An 

individual must weigh the effects on the psyche of both speaking out and remaining 

silent. Ofkn the pason sees the situation as sacrincing oneself for the good of the 

organization or society as a whole. It is essential that the person is able to live with 

whatever course of action is chosen. 

The individual wiU then balance the social component between one's perceived 

responsibility towards the public with one's responsibility towards his or her employer. 

'The person's feeling of disloyalty will be at war with those of obligation and possibly 

outrage at something very wrong in the Company and great fiusîration that no one seems 

to want to  liste^^''^^ Ln some cases. the person has to make the moral choice about whose 

10 yalt y wiU be betrayed. 

Thesis Statement and Structure 

There is no whistleblowing protection legislation in Canada that compares well to 

that in place now in the United States. This paper will argue that Canada needs to adopt a 

modified fonn of the Amaican whistleblowing legislation, in both the private and public 

sectors, in order to provide the whistleblower with an incentive towards reporthg the 

unethical, illegal andlor iiiegitimate activities of a person or an organizittion. The 

whistleblowing legislation can provide a monetary incent ive for the whist leblower that 

will help offset the individual's personal risks. coas and related career consequences of 

blowing the whistle. As welL the whistleblowing legislation can protect the 

whistleblower fiom the wrongful backlash of the organkation in which the individual 



b l w  the whistle. Whistleblowing legislation will encourage employees. management 

and organizations to be more ethical in their behaviour. conduct and work practices. 

Chapter one has identified the significance and need for whistleblowing. There 

are different definitions and consequemes for whistleblowing withm the private and 

public seaors. individuals must consider all the factors involved when contemplating 

blowing the whistle. The mucture of the remainder of the thesis is as follows. 

Chapter two examines Canada's past and present legislation regarding 

whistleblowing. Some forms of legislation apply only to either the wvate or public 

sectors. Whialeblowing may be mandatory for public servants given certain situations. 

such as illegal activity; gross waste of public fun&; and threats to public health or safety. 

Kenneth Kemaghan expands this by aating that public servants may have to choose 

between their loyalty to the govemment of the &y and theu personal conviction that the 

public has a right to know about the wrongdoing. 

Chapter three provides a Canadian example of whistleblowing protection 

legislation that was introduced at a provincial level. The Ontario govemment example 

will be related to the concepts and factors previously described in this paper, and provide 

insight that can be incorporateci into the later proposed whistleblowing protection 

legislation for Canada. 

The fourth chapter describes the American mode1 of whistleblowing legislation. 

It is crucial that this paper examines the major events that led to the adoption of the 

whistleblowing legislation in the United States. The CUrrent arnended and pan adopted 

forms of whistleblowing legislation will be described. These models of whistleblowing 



will be analyzed to assess which parts of the models shouid be emulated and which 

should be avoided. 

The fifth chapter applies the American model of whistleblowing legislation to the 

Canadian context. It is essential that the similarities and difTerences are clearl y outlined 

between the Amerïcan and Canadian govemments as these affect the possïbility of 

adapting the American model. The paper wiU then examine both the strengths and 

dificulties in applying the American model withui the Canadian hmework. Further to 

this, the papa will analyze for organizations, withlli the private and public sectors. some 

of the costs and benefits of applying the American whistleblowing legislation. 

Chapter six describes the modifications of the American whistleblowing 

legislation that will be required when adopted in Canada. This papa examines how the 

proposed whistleblowing protection legislation would eflect the public and private 

sectors. It is important to look at the relevant issues su~~ounding this proposed 

whistleblowing protection legislation. 



CHAPTER TWO - Whistleblowing in the Private & Public 
Sectors 

Introduction 

There is presently no federal or provincial legislation in Canada that provides 

specific protection for whistleblowers in either the private or public sectors. A penon 

comemplating blowing the whistle does not often know how the law could be applied to 

the specific situation. regardless of the sector. It is important that the whistleblower 

knows his or her rights. the wrongdoer's rights and even the organization's rights. Only 

then can the pot ential whistleblower make an informed decision 

The public and private sectors are interconnected. Each sector is intluenced by, 

and makes decisions based upon the other's actions. One of the primary reasons the 

private sector ne& to be analyzed regarding whistleblowing legislation is that the 

govemment gants billions of dollars worth of con~acts to the private sector each year. 

There is much need for legislation that would protect individuals that would blow the 

whistle on unethical, iliegal and illegitimate business dealings that may transpire between 

businesses, goveniments and/or Crown Corporations. 

The fna section of this chapter will look at whistleblowing in the pnvate sector. 

Secondly, the differences between the private and the public seaon will be explored, 

especially in regards to whistleblowing. The third section will closely examine 

whistleblowing in the public sector, and redefine whistleblowing to be applicable in the 

public sedor. Next, it is crucial to outline when and how a public servant is required to 

blow the whistle. The Nth section analyzes the relevant legislation that can be applied to 

whistleblowing. A sixth section mvestigates the potential costs for organizations when 

they do not have intenial whistleblowing mechanisms. The last section dismses the 



following two issues: the reasons why opposition parties are very nippomve of 

whistleblowing legislation; and the role the media ph ys in whist leblowing . 

Whistleblowing in the Priva te Sector 

There is ofien a double standard in the private sector regarding whistleblowing. 

As Donald R Soeken States "if a person blows the whistle on somebody who is below 

them in the organizational stnicture, they wilî receive a pat on the back fiom 

management. If a person blows a whist le on someone above them the whist leblower will 

be f i ~ d . " ~ '  This implies that management often supports the reporthg of wrongdoing in 

the organization as long as it does not mvolve any judgements of their activities. 

Researchers have found that retaliation in the private seaor against the 

whistleblower depends upon the severity of the wrongdoing. The retaliation will increase 

proportionately to the amount the organization feels it may lose in the exposing of the 

wrongdoing. As weli, the more severe the wrongdomg is. the greater the probability that 

the whole situation will become a media spectacle. 'Ibis negative publicity will likely 

lead to an increase of negative consequences for the whistleblower, the person(s) 

responsible for the wrongdoing and the organization. 

"At common law, an employee owes his or h a  employee the general duties of 

loyalty, good faith and, m appropriate circumstances, confidentiaiity. The duty of good 

faith requires an employee to pafonn assigned tasks accorduig to the best interests of his 

or her employer.**32 There is fiequently an unwritten nile in organizations that employees 

31 Eît- p. 20. For an mteresting case an this, see Kurt Eichenwaiâ. "He Told He SufEred Now He's a 
Hero." New York Times, Sunday. May 29, 1994, S. 3. 
32 Johansen, p. 29. 



should fïrst blow the whistle internally. then to law enforcement agencies and lastly. to 

the media. If the whistleblower does not foilow this progression. the person will likely 

suffer greater retaliation by their organizatioe3' 

ûrganizations in the private sector v q  enormously in size. in management 

structure and philosophy. and in the constraints under which they ~ ~ e r a t e . ~ ~  

Whistleblowing in one industry may be very diff'ent fiom another in regards to interna1 

mechanisms. the rights of whistleblower and wrongdoer, and the consequences of 

whistleblowing . This papa will not 10 ok into the mdustry-specific differences. 

Some organizations in the private sector provide processes for employees to blow 

the whistle internally on potential wrongdoing, and establish -en codes about ethical 

conduct. There are various reasons why organizations in the private sector would be 

willing to develop such interna1 mechanisms. Some organizations believe it is their 

moral duty. whiie others are concmed wÏth the bonom line and the potenrial liability of 

directors and officed5 It is important to understand the different reasons why 

organizations in the private sector and the public sector are willing to develop 

mechanisms to promote whistleblowing in thek organizations. 

Ilfierences Between the Private and Public Sectors 

There are noticeable differences between orgzmkations that are pivate and those 

that are public. The organizational factors mvolved for a person contemplating the 

- -- 
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decision of blowing the whistle are different in a government versus a non-goverment 

orgmizational context. This section will examine the differences to detamine if separate 

whistleblowing proteaion legislation should be proposed for the private and public 

sectors. 

The fast major difference is that the primary purpose of the private seaor is to 

make a proffi and the primuy purpose of the public sector is to serve the public. 

Organllations m the private sector must focus on the "bottom line" if they are to s d v e  

in the midst of cornpetition. The public sector and politicians m u t  respond to the 

specific needs and dexnauds of the citizens if they are to survive in the next election. 

Furthmore. the pubiic sector (with some exceptions. such as certain Crown 

Corporations) is often in a monopolistic situation that aiiows them to not worry about 

losing their market 

A second difference is that the public sector operates in an environment of politics 

and effectiveness. whereas the private sector &y operates in an environment of 

efficiency. For example, the public sector might not implement financial (Le. cutting 

operating coas by laying off ten staff) because f is incompatible with the political 

priorities at that time. The politician's main priority is gaining and maintainhg public 

nippon. The government does sometimes make iess efficient decisions for political 

gains. The Mvate sector's main focus is on king efficient so as to better compete with 

its compettors and gain both a larger pro& and market share." 

36 Kameth Kemaghan a d  David Siegel. Public Administration in Canuda. Taonto. ai.: Nelscm Canada, 
Third Ediîion, 1995, p. 7. 
37 Keniaphan and Siegel pp. 8 - 9. 



The third major difference is that there are fkquently clearer Iines of authority 

and responsibilit y in the private vernis public sectors. It is not ahvays apparent within 

govemmental agencies exactly who the employer is of the public servants. The public 

employee codd associate this role with one's specifïc department. Minister. the Public 

Service Commission. the Treasury Board. the governing party, or even the public. There 

are often clearer lines of responsibilay and reportmg structures wahui organizations in 

the private sector. Employees of the private sector are viewed as having responsibilities 

and duties of aust to shareholders and the organization as a w h o ~ e . ~ ~  Organizations 

develop hierarchical structures that show the communication and accountability lines 

between these parties. This helps to decrease any confusion that may mise about 

accountability within the organization. 

When a penon blows the whistle. the question of who is responsible for the 

wrongdoing when it is reporteci becornes paramount. Since many officials in the public 

seaor act together with many others when making decisions, there may be more than one 

person or one depanment involved and accountable for the wrongdoing. Conflicting and 

multiple accountability lines can be a disincentive for people to act ethically and Iegaliy 

because they may believe that the wrongdoing will go undetected or will not be traceable. 

A fourth difference is that the human resource environment is much more 

complicated m the public sector than the private sector. There are much more stringent 

codes, Statutes and procedures for hiring and famg employees within g~vernment.~~ The 

public sector, over the last century, has mai to eliminate many of the patronage jobs by 

- - -- 
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establishing these strict guidelines. The main task of managing employees in either the 

private or public sector is to ensure their behaviour is acceptable in the eyes of the law. in 

h e  with the expectations of key stakeholdas. and consistent wdh the direction of senior 

management." The civil service aml the political appointees are at times very hostile 

towards each 0 t h .  However, it can be argued that the private sector also cm involve 

great hostilay between union and non-union conaact e~uplo~ees.~* 

The fifth major clifference is that the public sector is held up to greater public 

scrutiny than the private sector. The decisions that the govemment makes have an impact 

on citizens ' lives in al1 different facets. The private sector has some extremely large 

organizations that also have dealings in very extensive and far-reaching areas. However. 

the goverrzment is still by comparison the largest organization in our country that affects 

our I i ~ e s . ~ ~  

The media pay very close attention to the decisions that governments make and 

of ta  even speculate on the decision the govermuent will make in the future. For 

example, polls will be conducted on what the public would like the Rogressive 

Consmative (PC) govanment in Manitoba to spend their surplus budget on  The 

decisions made in the private sector are less often reportecl in the press, and the press has 

less of an impact on fiiture decisions that they make.43 

Another issue is how organizations in the private and public sector are held 

responsible for the wrongdoing they comnitted. While organizations in the private 

40 Lee* p. 80. 
41 A b m ,  p. 461. 
42 Kernaghan and Siegel, p. 10. 
" A.hcm, p. 462. 



senor c m o t  be imprisoned, they can be punhively fmed and sentenced to probation and 

they can suffa the stigma of a rriminal conviction" It should be noted that some A m  

have made provisions for senior officers of organizations to be charged and jailed for 

violations. 

An organization will Likely take efforts to seek out and protea whistleblowers. 

and discipline the wrongdoers if the law States a stiff fine for the wrongdoing. The 

question then becomes what happens if the organization in the private sector does not 

mind paying the fines and does not believe that the stigma negatively affects the 

organizatioe Fines must be set at a high enough, punitive amount to provide financial 

incentive for the organization to act legaiiy and ethically. The h e s  should make the 

organization feel that it mus comply to suMve financially. Furthexmore. there needs to 

be enforcement of these fines by the government. 

The question then becomes how do citizens hold the government accountable for 

their wrongdoing shce they cannot be fined? Citizens, like shareholders of a corporation. 

had nothing to do with the decision of the wrongdoing, nor can they prevent the 

wrongdoing, but they do have to deal with the consequences of the ~ r o n ~ d o i n ~ . ~ '  

"Goveniments and their officials are granted discretion to act on behalf of al1 citizens, 

and they sometimes are permittecl to adopt methock (such as violence) that wouid be 

punishable if used by private parties."a Based upon this, officials who break the law 

sometimes daim immunity on ethical grounds, stathg that their actions were necessary 

for the greater good of the public. This can be related to the Machiaveilian theory, where 



the official would claim that the ends or outcome j ~ ~ e d  the means he or she used (see 

chapter one)!' 

The law clearly denies poiiticians that immunity based on other ethical principles. 

It is a s m e d  that the individual still had a choice to do the wrongdoing. Public oflice 

means that the person has a fiduciary obligation and duty to act for the sole benefa of the 

citizens. "Thus when someone abuses the trust that accompanies a public office. the 

abuse is seen as aberrant behaviour. something which should not go unpunished. The 

assumption that individuals should, and do, condua themselves with propriet y and m 

de ference alwa ys to the public interest, remains generall y unchallenged. "" An officia1 

cannot be protected f?om criminal liability even when he or she may have received an 

order fiom the highest officia1 in the ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n s . ~ ~  

Politicians in a democracy are accountable fÏrn to the citizens and then to their 

party organization. These poiiticians are held accountable to the public through and at 

elections. Polaicians may be requÎred to publicly disclose their records and their rasons 

for seeking support. Citizens can hold govemments accountable for their actions by not 

voting them into power at ele~tions.'~ It should be noted that some provincial 

govemments have passed legislation that allows their voters to hold politicians 

accountabIe within the judicial system For example, the Manitoba government passed 

the Legislative Assembly and Executive Council Conflict of Interest Act in Jmuary 1989. 

47 Greaie and Shngamian, p. 164. 
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This Act dows any voter to take Members of the Legislative Assembly to the Court of 

Queen's Bench over an alieged conflict of mterest." 

Gmham T. AUison draws the conclusion 'that private and public management are 

at least as différent as they are similar, and that the differences are more important than 

the ~imilarities."~~ Different legislation would need to be developed for the private and 

public sectors since there are major differences in the factors involved for individuals 

contemplating blowing the whistle in either situation. 

Public Sector Context 

The reportmg of wrongful acts within the private sector does not usually invo lve 

the release of confdential information. This does not hold true for the public sector. 

Whistleblowing in the public sector fiequently involves the release of confidential 

information to unauthorized recipients. The unauthorized recipients may include other 

individuals in the same or différent department within the goveniment. 

Within the public sector context, there is much disagreement as to the applied 

definition of whistleblowing. Kernaghan and Langford redefine whistleblowing as a 

'public servants open disclosure or surreptitious leaking to persons beyond the 

boundaries of the individual's own agency or department of confidential information 

concerning a harmful a d  that a colleague or superior has commhted, is contemplating or 

is allowing to oc~ur.'"~ 

5 1 Manitoba. Manitoba Governrnent Legislative Assembly and Eicecutive Brunch Conflict of Interest Acf. 
Winnipeg, Man.: Queen's Printer, Januaq 1989, p. 1 S. 
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Opponents to whistleblowing legislation argue that public servants never have a 

right to release confidential information to the public since other counmes will also have 

access to the information. They contend that other c o d e s  may use this confidential 

information against our government and country. However. "there is a modern 

movement towards the increased access to and disclosme of govanment information that 

is founded. at leaa in part, on the perceived needs of a democratic state for opemess and 

a kee exchange of ideas and mforrnati~n."'~ It is only through the release of information 

that the public will be able to hold the govanment accountable for its actions. 

Other cntics argue that the "leaking of government information" is not a form of 

whistleblowing since it involves the anonyrnous reporting of the activities. If the 

allegations are backed with strong evidence, the public servant should be willing to let his 

or her name stand behind the allegations. However, Kanaghan and Langford disagree 

that the leaking of information should be treated as a separate phenornenon. Both 

contend that the methods of open disclosure and leaking involve the same means. the 

unauthorized release of information. It is only the choice of the method itselfthat raises 

ethical dilemmas for the individual." 

The dilemma occurs when a public servant is asked to cany out orders that 

require laws to be broken. If the public semant follows the orders, they are liable for a 

criminal offence and if the employee does not follow the order, the individual will be 

subjea to intemal discipline. Once the views of the officiais are known in govenunent, 

the public servant is expected to either f d  in line or resign? The loss of a career and the 
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potential loss of an econornic funne is a very high price for one to pay for the public 

interest. Hence, there is a need for protective laws for whinleblowen. Others argue that 

confidentid information is sometimes withheld for reasons of bureaucratie convenience 

and that sometimes officiais use confidentiality to cover up their own mistakes." 

Some critics have viewed whistleblowing as an employee's dic i sm of 

government decisions since t involves the exposition of confidentid information. The 

Lnstitute of Pubiic Admmtstra 
. . tion of Canada's (IPAC) Statement of Rinciples provides a 

guide about a public servant's right to "public cnticism" of the govenunent.58 However. 

public servants can publicly cnticize the government without it king considered 

whistleblowing. The Supreme Court of Canada has stated in relation to this situation that: 

"Public Servants have some freedom to criticiie the government. But it is not an 
absolute fieedom... . In some circumstunces a public servant may active@ and 
public& q r e s s  opposition to the policies of a government. This wuld be 
appropriate iJ for example. the government wre  engaged in illegal acts. or i f  its 
policier jeopardized the life. health or safety of the public servant or others. or if 
the public servant's critïcism had no impact on his or her ability to peflom 
effectivelv the duties of a public servant or on the public perception of that 
ability. ''9 

Mandatory Whistleblowing in the Public Sector 

Whistleblowing rnay be mandatory for a public servant given certain situations. 

nich as illegal activity; gross waste of public fwids; and threats to public health or safety. 

A public servant may face disciplinary and potential baiminal charges if the individual 

does not blow the whistle on the wrongdoing. On the other hand, public servants that do 

engage in whistleblowing rnay be nibject to d i x i p h a q  aaion for violating their oath of 

57 William J. Bamds. The Right to ffiow, to Wahhold dl  to Lie. New York, N.Y.: Couneil cm Religion and 
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office and secrecy or such statutes as the Officia1 Secrets Act and the Criminal code? 

PotentiaUy, a public servant may have to choose between one's loyalty to the 

constitution. the law and one's personal conviction that the public has a right to know 

about the w r ~ n ~ d o i n g . ~  

The Institute of Public Administration of Canada has issued a Statement of 

Principles regarding the conduct of public emplo yees. Under the heading of 

'accountability', it States that "public servants have a responsibilty to report any 

violation of the law to the appropriate authorities." It is implied that public servants have 

a duty to report the violation they observe, regardless of who the public official is or what 

govemmental agency it is. 'Wo one and no policy is above the i a ~ . ' ' ~ ~  Supporters argue 

". . .surely. our responsibility to Canada is greater than any duty we owe to our political 

maaen of the  da^.''^^ 

Keniaghan and Siegel argue that public servants mut ensure the fouowing four 

prerequisites are present before they are both required and justified in blowing the 

whistle. The fin prerequisite is that it must be clear that the action or the omission has 

causeci, is presently caushg or will cause a demomble  harmful effect. There are three 

subsections of this first prerequisite that help to qualify the needed severity of the 

wrongdoing. One subsection is that a public official or government agency cleariy 

breaches the boundanes of the law, policies, regdations and constitution. For example. 

this could involve the bribery of govenunent inspectors, illegal campaign contributions, 

-- 
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grafi. misuse of financial resources or deliberate violations of labour laws. These legal 

standards are clear and the party's violation is alleged to have been known and deliberate. 

The second subsection involves establishg that there are clear and imminent dangers or 

threats to public heaIth and safety. Lastly, a public servant has a responsibility to blow 

the whistle when a professional standard U king  v i ~ l a t e d . ~ ~  

A second perequisite is that the public servant must be able to support the 

allegations with unequivocal evidence (The public servant must be able to demonstrate 

the legitimacy of his or her c l a h  of wrongful activity to the satisfaction of a disinteresteci 

third party). Another prerequisite is that the public servant must try to report the 

wrongdoing through the established authority chamiels to see if the perceived harm can 

be corrected on an interna1 basis. Some senior officiak argue that the public servant must 

frst raise the issue with the Deputy Minister or even the m e r  before seeking other 

means of reportkg the wrongdoing. This may be umealistic for all public servants. 

especially if the person is a junior public servant. Furthermore. if the public servant does 

raise the issue, she or he d l  be unable to go the %nonymous" route later. 65 

The last prerequisite is that the whialeblower mus have good reason to believe 

that the unauthorized disclo sure of the confident i d  information will lead to appropriate 

changes to re* the wrongdoing. The public servant is not jusùfed in reporting the 

wrongdoing to parties that do not have the authority to eradicate the problem ûpponents 

fkequently argue that the media are such a party since they do not have this authority and 

therefore, the public servant should not be ailowed to blow the whistle to the media. This 

64 Kema@m and Langford, pp. 96-97. 
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author does not agree with this argument. The media can play an important role of 

mobilizmg public opinion that in turn may place pressure upon the govemma to r e d y  

the wrongdoing. It is my contention that public servants should be able to blow the 

whistle to extanal parties, inciuding the media, when they have evidence of wrongdoing. 

Since there is a lack of clear reporting lines in the public sector. the public servant is 

often left to personalîy decide who is the bea person or organization within the 

govemment or the external public to tell about the wrongdomg. 

A public servant may fmd that he or she is certain that the fira three prerequisites 

are king met, but is unsure of whether the fourth prerequisite is king met in the 

particular situation. "The IPAC's Statement of Principle States that it is the responsibility 

of the public servant to seek approval fkom an appropriate govemment authority 

whenever they are uncertain as to the legality or propnety of expressing theu personal 

views.'& 66 would remove a whialeblower's choice for anonymity when seeking 

guidance about a situation involving w-rongdoing. Furthemore. it may provide the 

wrongdoers with a 'heads-up' warning about the degations that may soon be laid. This 

Statement of Principle does not state or recummend to the public servant what the 

appropriate or inappropriate govemment authonty would be in any given situation. It 

should be recognized that IPAC does not make mention of any protection or support the 

public servant would receive once assuring that these four prerequisites were met in a 

situation whae thae is wrongdoing. 

The statement under the IPAC's heading of 'confidentiality' declares that "'the 

public employees should not disclose to any member of the public, either orally or in 

66 Kernaptian and LangCord, p. 70. 



d g .  any secret or confidentid idonnation acquired by vimie of their officia1 

positionw6' Based upon this statement, government agencies ofien terminate public 

servants for blowing the whistle. The only exception to a public servant's duty of 

keeping confidential information is when the disclosure of information is in the public's 

best mtered8 "No one hows  at what point the organization's right to privacy is 

superseded by the public's right to k n o ~ . ~ ~  It is extremely diff idt  for a person to prove 

with documentation that the disclosure was required and was in the public's best interest. 

Public servants who engage in whistleblowing may be subject to disciplinary 

action under various public service acts, such as the Officia1 Secrets Act and the Criminal 

Code. "Ail public servants must take the 'Oath of Secrecy' which includes the 

requirement that they will not, except as legally required, disclose mformation that they 

aquire by virtue of their public office."70 The literal intwetation of the 'Oath of 

Secrecy' implies that any disclosure of information is prohibited, regardless of the 

circumstances. 

Some people argue that whistleblowing consthtes a violation of the public 

servant's duty. By reportmg the activities outside of one's department, the person is 

indeed making a public comment. As mentioned, the Supreme Court of Canada has 

aated that a public savant is allowed to make a public comment when the goverment is 

engaged in illegal acts or if its policies jeopardize the heahh, life and safety of the 

67 Institrde of Public AdmInisaaticm of Canada. Statement of PrincIples JXegardmg the Canduct of Public 
Employees. Toronto, Onî,: Institme of Public Admbktmtion of Canada, 1986. 
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individual or others. This comment must also not effectively hinder the public servant's 

ability to do his or h a  duty. ûniy then will the Courts provide some protection for the 

whistleblower nom the criminal ailegation that the individual violated his or her duty as a 

public servant. 

Public employees are also subject to common law about an employee's broad 

duties of 10 yalty, good faith and confidentiality. The common law helps to ensure that 

employees will not purposely do anything, such as disclosing confidentid information. 

which may prejudicially affect their employer's business.'' An example of this occurred 

when Saskatchewan's New Dernocratic Party government in I 99 1 tracked down the 

various public servants that leaked highly sensitive cabinet documents to the opposition 

parties. The government successfÙlly argued in the colrrts that these public servants were 

violating their duty of Io yalty by purposely disclosing confrdential information to the 

opposition parties. 

Although various department s have rules about whistleblowing. there are no clear 

procedures or mechanisms for handling whistleblowing reports wahin the govemment 

kamework. This resuhs in great ambiguity and confusion amongst public servants as to 

what appropriate steps to take when reporting wmngdoings. There are many ways for a 

public employee to report the wrongdoing, and it is essential that the person is aware of 

all the alternatives and weighs each carefXl y. For example, public servants cm leak 

information to action groups; report activities to the Attorney General; make appeals to 

various professionai societies; or seek compensation through the courts. Polit icians and 

public emplo yees exercise considerable discretion and authonty in decidmg what 



masures of confidentiality and privacy are appropriate. Public servants who are 

dismisseci for blowing the whiale can appeal to the arbitration and grïevance boards. 

The Govemment Accountabilay Roject has outlmed seven strategies for the 

whistleblower in the public sector." First. t is essential that the person contemplating 

blowing the whistle discuss it extensively with family and hiends. A second strategy is 

to first try to highlight the wrongdoing in a non-accusatory fashion withm the system 

Next, it is important that the person develops documentation or a specific record of aU 

activities that o c m  within the work environment. F o d y ,  the whistleblower should 

make a detaiIed memorandwn and have it witnessed, and then mail the letter to 

themselves and another nusted person. A fifth strategy is to pinpoint and copy any key 

records that would help v m  the allegations. The sixth strategy is for the whistleblower 

to create a support circle or network since he or she will be experiencing extreme stress in 

their lives. It is best for the whistleblower to choo se his or her support circle or network 

since he or she will then be assured of confidentiality and anonymity regarding his or her 

situation. A person can also usually find support through an associated professional 

society. Lastly, the individual should seek the help of an attorney and other ~~ecialists. '~ 

Relevant Legisiation Rega rding Whistle blowing 

The public's interest in the ethical conduct of govemment has increased and 

dimiaished as various acts of wrongdomg were exposed and publicized. "But since the 

72 The Gov-ent Accountability Projeu is a nm-profit agency that provides le@ and advocacy 
assktance to employees in the public and private sectors who have blown the M e  an lawlessless and 
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the public mterest. 
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early 1970s. there has been a c o n t h h g  anxiety among the public and within government 

about the ethical standards of public of fi ci al^."^^ When wrongdoing was exposed, the 

federal and most provincial governments responded by establishing wraten codes of 

public service ethics. These codes are a statement of principles and standards about the 

right conduct of the public ernpl~~ees. '~ 

Canada established the Civil S d c e  Act in 19 18 in an attempt to decrease 

patronage appointments. The Civil Service Act (now known as the Public Service 

Employment Act) helped to ensure people were hired and promoted based on merit 

instead of party affiliation or contribution The Civil Service Act does provide a limiteci 

amount of protection for whistleblowers since the Act outlines the procedures for 

terminahg an employee. However, there are many other ways that employees can be 

retaliated against in the work environment. 

Prime Minister Lester Pearson in 1 964 distrriuted a letter to the cabinet rninisters 

about ethics. That letter has since served as the codes of ethics for cabinet members. 

Since then, various Rime Ministers have sent letters that have subsequently been adopted 

as codes, There are stiU no written codes of ethics for MPs and senators. The office of 

Assistant Deputy Registrar General (ADRG) was established to ensure the cornpliance 

with the codes of ethics that were set down by the Rime ~inisters.'~ 

"No govemment in Canada has enacted whistleblowing legislation that provides 

broad protection for whistlebl~wers."~~ Throughout different times in history, there has 
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k e n  pressure by the public for businesses and governments to maimain higher ethical 

standards. Society at times has believed there should be greater protection for those who 

blow the whistle internally rather than through externai means. Some people believe that 

legislation that proteas people that blow the whistle externally will only encourage 

people to report wrongdoings through extemal instead of bternal means. Furthemore. a 

national survey found that most people believe there should be greater legislative 

protection for people who report iUegal conduct, as opposed to those who report unethical 

activities or beh.aviour.'* 

'The Liberal platform for the 1 993 election. contained in the well-publicized ' r d  

book7. devoted one of eight chapters to 'govemhg with i~tegrit~."'~ The ' r d  book7 

promised an independent Ethics Counsellor that would replace ADRG and the 

development of a -en guideline for conduct for al l  cabinet ministers. MPs and 

senators. The Liberals did change the title of ADRG to Ethics Counsellor in 1994. 

However, the Ethics Counsellor is not the independent agency that the Liberals promised 

since the Ethics CounseLlor dl1 reports to the Prime Minister. This means that the Prime 

Minister uhimately settles any conflict of interest that the Ethics Counsellor is 

investigating." 

The legislative environment in Canada has not yet produced a comprehensive act 

to protect whistleblowers. In many cases, unless the eniployee sues for wrongful 

dismissal or makes the case public in a ciramatic way, the employer has the upper hand.81 
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However. there are some Acts that relate to the whistleblowing situation First. the 

Industrial Relations Act of 1971 gives every employee the right not to be UIlfairIy 

dismissed by an employer. Next, the Environmental Protection Act encourages persons 

to report their knowledge of a d  or potential violations by their organizations. This 

Act specifes that an employer camot dismiss, discipline, coerce. intimidate or penaiize 

emplo yees for complying with the Environmental Protection ~ c t  .82 The couts specify 

the different fines and jail terms for the various violations. A third relevant Act is the 

Occupational and Safety Act. This Act States that employees can refuse work that may 

cause injury to that person or another worker." There is one other relevant potentiai Act 

that is pendmg in the House of Commons. Bill 3 18 was fest read in the House of 

Commons on June 19, 1996 and it provides legal protection to federal employees that 

report wrongdomg to the Auditor General of Canada. A comminee is sti l I  reviewing this 

pdcular Bill. 

The Criminal Code rnakes provisions against bribes. kaud etc. that are committed 

by individuals. The Criminal Code is used to hold the wrongdoer accountable to society. 

However. it is argued that criminal law to date has often been used to punish the crimes 

of the ctizens rather than in the punishment of official crime. " 
'The govenunent of Canada has traditiondl y operated on the pinciples that all 

g o v m e n t  information is secret uniess the govemment decides to release it."85 The 

Access to Information (An)  Act allows the f e d d  govemment to keep a great deal of 

82 Canada. Environmental Protection Act. Ottawa, Ont.: Snpply and Services Canada, 1988, sec. 58. 
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information confidential. The whistleblower nonnally reveals or exposes some 

confidential information that is protected by the A n  Act. Some whistleblowers argue 

that they released the confidentid information because they were acting on behalf of the 

public's interest. 

The courts have permitted a very limded 'public mterest' defense in these cases 

when wrongdoing has been serious and the public's interest is c l e a ~ . " ~ ~  Evm thee the 

court will need to be assured that the whistleblower accessed the proper intemal channels 

before deciding to tell extemai parties. The courts have provided very Latle protection for 

the whistleblowers and many may seriously be jeopardizing their careers when they 

breach thea duties to their employers. The question for organizations is what are the pros 

and cons for the organization if the wrongdoing is ailowed to continue?" 

The Potentinl Costs for OrganiEstions 

Resent legislation does not require organizations to establish mechanisms by 

which employees can report wrongdoing or blow the whistle. Whistleblowing represents 

a critical mechanism by which top managers, shareholders or citizens may l e m  of 

organizational wrongdoing and take appropriate action. ûrganizational wrongdoing that 

continues because it is sanctioned or not reported may be financially CO st ly and 

detrimental to such an organization. This section will examine the costs involved in not 

establishg intemai mechanisms for whirtleblowers in the public and private sectors. 

There can be many potential costs for an organization that ignores the reports of 

wrongful activities and it mon often leads to dire r e d s  for the organization. One 



potential cost is that the severity of the wrongdomg will slowly grow over time. It is very 

rare that the wrongful aas  wiU simply disappear on their own accord without ever king 

addresseci at an organizational leveL 

A second potential cost is the amount of mandatory fines an organization may be 

charged with for crimes of fiaud, bribery, money laundering, anti-trust violations. 

breachmg sechies  and contract laws. etc. These fines can reach mto the hundreds of 

miilions of dollad8 

'It is generally assumai though that wrongdoing in an organization will h m  the 

organization's performance."89 An unscrupulous organization may see the very costs 

listed in the prior paragraphs as the standard cost of domg business in that indust~y. 

However. this argument helps to provide support for whistleblowing protection 

legislation. A hypothetical example of this would be an air tank Company cutting 

corners on the mechanical checks and safeties of the airplanes when they are receiving 

only f 5.000 h e s  when caught vio lating the law . It is in these unscrupulous 

organizations that the whistleblowers have the potentia1 to receive the greatest amount of 

retaliation by the organùation, and there fore need adequate legal protection.90 

A third cost to the organization is the amount of negative publicity that will be 

i n m e d  by the scanda1 created by the wrongdoing when 9 becomes public knowledge. 

The public often view organizations that ignore the reports of wrongdoing as condonhg 

and perpetuating the behaviour. In the public sector, this negative publicity may result in 

a political party's members losing considerable public support. Whereas in the private 
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seaor. this may r e d  in a loss of market share. profits and contracts for the organization 

and could easily cause the agency's public image irreversible harmg' The public may 

view an organization with an internal mechaniîrn for whistleblowing as king more 

ethical and the organization may subsequently receive less public backlash fYom the 

wrongdoing. 

Organizations that have internal processes for whistleblowing provide themselves 

with an oppommity to 'fix' the problems and prevent them fkom developing into a full- 

blown media scandai. These extenial disclosures usually put the organization in the 

worst iight in the public's eye. Therefore, it wouid be wise for organizations to develop 

and establish intenial whistleblowing processes since extemal disclosures have the 

greatest potential for damage for the ~rganization.~~ 

A related potentiai coa that could be avoided by having an intemal process for 

whistleblowing is the negative consequences of allegations of wrongdoing that were 

proven later to be incorrect. This may simply be due to an employee not having ail the 

facts about a particular situation. For example. Ministers are answerable to the 

legislame for the acts of their administration subordinates. and therefore any allegations 

may result in great embarrassrnent for the Minister. A Minister is held accountable even 

if the allegations were later found to be unsubstantiated or if the offense of the public 

servant(s) was commined without the knowledge or consent of the Minister. It depends 

upon the severity of the allegations. but it may resutt m the Minister resignuig, king 
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forced to resign or king reassigned to another department. As well. the careas of the 

public service managers may be damaged by the whistleblowing reports? 

Another related potential cost to the organization of ignoring the wrongdoing is 

that it mengthens the cases of litigation &s that may be f i l 4  by the victims of the 

aiieged wrongdoing. ûrganizatioos will greatly strengthen their legal position if it can be 

shown that they were taking corrective action towards the wrongdoing once it was 

repoited. 

Lastly, the organization may lose its moa effective and productive employees if 

the activities go undetected, are ignored or continue. Most people have high moral 

standards and will choose to work in an ethical work environment. The organizational 

culture will begin to change if employees see that unethical people are the ones receiving 

the promotions. Eventualiy a kind of morale wiii set in that will tuin off the employees 

with higher personal standards and this will in turn begin to d e  innovation. decrease 

trust and loyalty throughout the ~r~anization..~~ 

independent third parties often view whistleblowing in an organization as a 

positive development since it n o d y  results in monetary savings and gains. The act of 

whialeblowhg could reflect the bborganization's general dissidence and may act as an 

impetus for change."95 Whistleblowing fiequently leads to the constructive renewal of 

organization and there fore should be encouraged. "Whistleblowers shouid be seen as 

reforma who are putting the organization back on course."96 Organizations need to 
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establish whistleblowing policies and rnechanisms that will provide employees with 

channels to report illegai, immoral or imethical activities. These whistleblowing policies 

wiii differ considerably between the private and public secton. 

Opposition Parties 

It is not nrrprising that the private members' bills that have k e n  introduced into 

the Federal Parliament to protect whistleblowers have u W y  corne fiom opposition 

members or newly elected govenunents.97 Govemhg parties have found little support in 

the5 own parties for supporting the introduced whistleblowing protection legislation. It 

is important to explore the reasons why the opposition party may be very encouraging 

and supportive of the whist leblowhg protection legislation. 

Opposition parities have much to gain by exposing the wrongdohgs of the current 

govemment. In addition, the goveming party that proclaims the whistleblowing bills will 

look particularly negative in the eyes of the public suice there will be no other 

benchmarks with which to compare the fkquency of the whistleblowing reports. The 

opposing parties would then be able to substantiate how the cment party in power is 

immoral and unethical. 

Public servants who blow the whistle are likely to be perceived by the public as 

opposing the curent govemmental party, regardless of their motivation or the facts 

i nvo l~ed .~~  However, a public servant's loyahy to a p a r t i d u  governent should not be 

a consideration in a person's decision to blow the whistle. Ideally, an individual's moral 

decision of whetha or not to blow the whistle should stand iadependently of one's party 



ties. It is harder for an individual to make the decision to blow the whistle with 

confidentid information when t is over a controversial political issue? Controversy 

leaves a lot of room for people to make personal judgements about the simation. 

There is no political party in Canada that has developed its own code of ethics or 

conduct for it s members. However. the Reform Party does have a code that is used in the 

screening process of new candidates. Codes of ethics could be very educational and help 

prevent wrongdoing fiom occurring within parties and the various levels of government. 

There is much opposition by some parties to developing such a code. Change will 

probably only occur if one party develops a credible code and h d s  new public suppon 

because of it. The rest of the parties will then be sure to follow in the development of 

codes of ethics. '" 

Media 

A key function of the media is to provide information to the public. The media 

aliow us as citizens, to become informeci of the decisions that are happening across our 

country. This communication allows people to stay somewhat connected to events 

occurring throughout the various provinces, despite the van distances. It has been argued 

that ''the media play a critical role as two-way channels of communication between the 

governors and the govemed."lol 

Govemments regularly use the media to communicate with as citizens and keep 

the country abreast of the decisions that the government is making. However, the 
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govemmem does try to rninimize the amount of negative media and public backlash fiom 

these messages. Public servants emphasize and tell the media the t h g s  that nippon 

their superior, department* etc. and try to keep secret any information that wodd 

adversely affect them 'O2 

It is basically considered, thougb, that the media are in an adversarial relationship 

with the government. It has been argued that the fimdamental importance of media is to 

'keep the govenunent h~nest."~' Wilson argued that "citizens are better educated, and 

have high standards for proper officia1 conduct; party bosses have lost power and media 

has strong incentive to find and expose improper influence and c~mption."~" Citizens 

regularly d i c i z e  poiiticians for violating moral principles and acting unethically. 

People wam to be informeci by the media of these situations. This cnticisrn can help to 

sustain moral responsibility and democratic acco~ntabi l i t~ . '~~ 

The media have been criticked for their 'agenda setthg' and showing favorites 

amonga politicians and poiitical parties. Although the media cannot tell people what to 

think. they c m  influence what people talk or think about by paying attention to a 

particular topic for a long tirne. This attention can lead citizens to call for reform on a 

particular action. It is also argued that there is fkequently a concentration of ownership of 

the media that may make the media be less than objective or impartiai. It has ken  

argued that the media do not always a a  ethically and responsibly when they are informeci 

of aiieged wrongdoing. There are times when the media print an allegation that is 
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-out support or evidence. The accused has rights as weii, and there can be enormous 

potential for abuse. '" 
Some whistleblowers do go fnst to the media to expose the alieged wrongdoing 

before seeking any intemal process. As weil, some people blow the whistle for their own 

personal motives that are less than ethical and responsible. The reporter does not often 

know the motives of the person giving the private or confidentid inf~rmation.'~~ There û 

some question as to whether it is the responsibility of the reporter to mure that the 

person who leaked the information is doing this for public interest. 

The media are subject to legal restraints such as the Officia1 Secrets Act and laws 

of h l .  The ATI Act permits the government to keep a great deal of information 

confidential, thereby making R iilegal for the media to publish such information. The 

media may potentially be liable if it reports the wrongdoing that the whistleblower has 

exposed. 

Summary 

"It is clearly the public perception - reinforced by the media - that a government 

which is unduly secretive must have something to hide. That something is, as often as 

not. the incidents of waste of resources. negligence with respect to the health or safety of 

the public, conflicts of interest. or misdirection of fun&. r* 108 

Many emplo yees in both the private and public secton tuni a blind eye to the 

conflia of interest violations, the inappropriate political activity, the unethical and 
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immoral behaviour and even the illegal and ilIegitimate activities that they wimess by 

other employees in their organization. These employees do not believe that the people 

cornminhg the wrongdoing wili receive any more than a slap on the hand or that the 

wrongdoing wiU be rectifïed. Therefore. the potential whistleblowers do not believe that 

blowing the whiale on the wrongdoing is worth the possibiiity of losing their job or 

career. The whialeblowers need to believe that there will be a rapid and conscientious 

effort of the organization to t erminate the reported wrongdoing . log 

Whialeblowing is considered to be effective when the alleged or reporteci 

wrongdoing has ken  t e d a t e d  at least in part because of the whistleblowing and that 

this occurred within a reasonable time period. A reasonable time period would be 

determined based on the situation.' 'O 

'O9 Miceli and Near, "Effective Whistle-blowing'*. p. 680. 
' 'O Miceli and Near, "Effective Whistle-blowing". p. 68 1. 



CHAPTER THREE - Ontario's Legislative Experience 

Lutroduction 

"In modern Canadian govemment. ethics management is the ascendant 

philosophy." l1 ' Kenneth Kemaghan argues that Ontario is now the leader in this 

movement since it has adopted strict controls over miniaers. a legislated code of condua 

for elected officials. a fieedom of information and privacy law, strict electoral hancing 

laws. whistleblowhg protection legislation for public servants and a conmitment to 

extend such practices to the province's rnuni~i~alaies."~ Therefore. it is crucial to 

examine this Ontario govemment poky  in greater detail. 

The Ontario govemment example was chosen for a number of reasons. Fkst. this 

paper can examine the evems that led up to the Ontario governent introducing the 

whistleblowing protection legislation. As we& it is important to analyze the reasons why 

the legislation was never enacted. Another reason is that the Chtario Law Reform 

Commission (OLRC) recommended the creation of the Office of Special Counsel based 

upon the mode1 of whistleblowing protection legislation in the United States. This 

examinati~n will provide useful information as to the things to avoid. improve and 

emulate when proposing whistleblowing legislation for the federal govemment. Only 

one example can be M y  examined due to space limitations. This whistleblowing 

protection legislation is ail1 an issue in Ontario. 

The first section of this chapta will look at the major political events that led to 

the proposeci Whistleblower's Protection legislation. Secondly, it is also important to 

I l 1  Langfiord and Tupper, p. 13. 
112 Langford and Tupper, p. 1 3. 



examine the other issues that surrounded the introduction of this legislation. The las 

section will outline the proposed legislation and provide an update about às progress or 

lack thereof. 

Major Factors Leading to Pmposed Whistleblower b Protection Legislation 

There have k e n  various major factors that have led the Ontario government to 

proposing Whistleblower's Protection legislation. One factor was the extent of scandals. 

patronage and wrongdoing that public officials participated in over a long period of t h e .  

There was much pressure nom the public to bring about change when there was a media- 

hyped scandai. Campaigning parties often made election promises about introducing 

whistleblowing legislation once in power. A second major factor was the report of the 

OLRC in 1986. The third major factor was the specific Acts that the Ontario governent 

had passed in regards to whistleblowing issues and the establishment of the Ethics 

Comrnissioner. A fourth major factor was the NDP's Wone Speech m 1990 declaring 

their intention of introducing whisf leblowing legislatioa Each factor will be discussed 

below. 

The fnst major factor was the scandals. the related public outrage and the 

resulting campaign promises to restore the public's trust in public officiais aromd 

elections. The Rogressive Conservative Party in Ontario was in power fkom 1 943 to 

1 9 85. Critics argue that there were O ften 'close luiks' between the government and the 

private sector where there was much alleged conflict of interest and political patronage. 

"Dirring 1972, widespread public interest in the ethical standards of public 

officials was rekindled by vigorous mass media coverage of alleged conflicts of interest 



involving Ontario Cabinet Mmjaers and resuiting in a minister's re~i~nation.""~ These 

scandals in 1972 led Premier W k  Davis to replace UflWritten d e s  with formai 

conflict of interest guidelines for miniaers. An example was that one of the guidelines 

forbade ministers nom purchasing real estate unless it was for personal use. and if this 

was the case. the real estate holdings were to be placed into a blind Soon after. 

the Public Service Act was amended in 1973 to provide connid of interest guidelines for 

public servants. 

There were many scandais in the 1980s that pIagued the Progressive Consmative 

govemment leading up to the 1985 election. An example of one of the major scandals 

that led to increased public support for stricter ethical guidelines for public officials 

occurred in 1982. A forester in the Ontario Minishy of Natural Resources was fired for 

alleging to an opposition member of the legislatwe that the ministry was violating its own 

policy by granting timber-cutting rights in an area where the volume of suitable thber 

was insu fficient . ' ' * 
The Liberal govemment promised, as part of their 1985 platform, legislative 

protection for public servants that discloseci confidentid information about serious 

govemment wrongdoing since the Ontario government had not providecl adequate 

protection in the past. The protection for public servants would be for the exposure of 

illegal activity and gross abuse of public funds. ' l6 Thae was a great deal of public 

outrage in regards to the patronage practices of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney at that 

Li3 Kenneth K e m a g h ~  ' m e  Ethicai Conduct of C d  Public Senmnts." Optimum, VOL 4, no. 3, 1973, 
p. 8. 
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time. This public outrage mcreased the pressure on the campaigning parties to respond to 

the aileged unethic& illegal and immoral acts of public officiais. '17 

Shortly afta Lxïberal leader David Peterson was elected into the Premier's office. 

some of his Ministers became invoived in some serious conflicts of interest in 1 9 8 6. 

'The political and personal embarrassrnent arising £?om the disclosures and allegations of 

conflict of interest has prompted the Ontario government's political opponents to focus 

on this problem are& to exaggerate the gravity of some offences. to make àrespnsible 

allegations and to lump as many questionable advities as possible under the general 

nibric of conflict of mterest ."' '* The opposition party persistently attacked Premier 

Peterson's government for its real and alleged wrongdoing because Peterson had attacked 

the preceding government's ethics with similar ferocity and had been elected for bis 

ethicai, moral stance. l l9 

The second major factor was the OLRC's report in 1986. Premier Petason 

directeci the OLRC to review the ethical guidelines for public officiais and the process for 

reporting the wrongdoing in the Ontario govemment. The OLRC released a report in 

1986 that made two major conclusions that were strongly influenced by the American 

whist leblowing legislation. lZ0 One was that conflict-O f-interest legislation should be 

introduced instead of relying upon wntten guidelines. The second was that govemment 

employees should not have to rely on the limiteci common law "public interest" defence 

alone if they are disciplineci for whistleblowing. Rather, the public servant or 

117 Kemaghan. "Rnies are not Enou&...", p. 1 86. 
118 Kemaghn. "Mes are not Enough.. .", p. 1 84. 
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whistleblower should be given statutory protection. More important, the public servants 

should have access to a system whereby they could make their revelations in confidence 

to an impartial third party, have them investigated and made public if warranted."'" The 

OLRC at that tirne examined the whistlebiowing protection iegislation in the United 

States. and studied the inter-related matters of whistleblowing, confidentiality, public 

comment and political activities. '= 
The OLRC made the following statement: 

''G t o d q  govemrnent can no longer~usttfi confidentiaiity for all 
information ... then we cannot see ho w the pnhciple of confidentialip can 
be invoked in order to cover up serious govemment wmngdoing. The 
modem rnovement toward increased access to, and disdosure of: 
govemment infornation is founded, at ieast in part. on the perceived 
needs of a democratic state for openness and for the free exchange of 
ideas and information. Public atnreness of government actiM@ is seen as 
an essential means of monitorin and holding the governmenr 
accountable for, such activiv. , ,fi3 

The Ontario deputy commissioner of Emplo yment Equit y stated that it is very 

confusing for a public servant to know at what pomt the public's nght to know 

supersedes an individual's right to privacy, and that nobody seems to have the answers. 

The OLRC's report in 1986 criticized the Oath of Secrecy by saying that the 'îwording 

was unclear, and recommended that it be abolished in favour of a more comprehensive 

duty of c~nfïdentialit~."'~~ In response to this, the Ornario govemment explained, m a 

separate document, the meaning of accountabilay, how that nts into the management 

Ontario Law Refomi Commissiop p. 322 
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philosophy. what managers are accountable for. and how they wiil be held accoimtable. 

This helped to ensure that the managers would design and operate effectively an 

accountability system that made accountability ~ l e a r e r . ' ~ ~  

The Government of Ontario feh it was imperative to defke administrative 

responsibility for the public servants as: 

"The obligation of public servants to be ansmerable forfiplfing 
responsibilities thatflow from the uuthon'ty given them .... Internal 
accountabiliiy holds public servants answerable to their line supe* for 
their ow actiom and the actions of th& subordinates ... . Extemal 
accountability holds public servants answerable to the public as w d .  The 
nonnal channel through d ich  this requirement is satisfied is the 
rninister. "12' 

The third major factor is the related Acts that the Ontario government has 

introduced and passed in regards to whistleblowing issues. and the establishment of the 

Ethics Co mmissioner. There are three relevant Acts in Ontario that are only applicable to 

provincial public oficials. Fun. there is the Member's Conflict of Interest Act that the 

Govemrnent of Ontario introduced and passed in L 988. Next. there is the Election 

Finances Act that covers elected officiais to ensure they handle the& campaign finances 

in an ethical manner during elections. Lastly, there is the Freedom of Information and 

Protection of Rivacy Act of Ontario passed in 1988. The Act states that the "public has a 

right to access information held by the government institutions; exemptions to this access 

should be limited and specific; and decision to deny access should be reviewed by an 

independent body."12* Furthemore, this Act removes the threat of civil or criminal 

actions against public servants that disclose confidentid information in good faith. This 

126 A h  Tupper. "Albetta: The Search for an Ethicd Balance" in La@brd and T m ,  pp. 158, 17 1. 
127 Kenughan and Siegei, p. 357. 
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is Ontario's major mechanism for managing the government's collection and use of 

information 12' 

Some dits have argued that Peterson appointed the fist ethics commissioner in 

1988 in a cosmetic effort to restore public faith in his government's integrity. for there 

were some major conflict-of-interest scandds in the pior two years of k ing  in office. 

Eleanor Caplan. one of Peterson's chief ministers, was accused of a conflict of interest 

because her husband was an officer of a company that negotiated $3 million in provincial 

govemment financing. This contradicted the Premier's conflict-of-interest g ~ i d e l i n e s . ~ ~ ~  

Shortiy after this scanda4 another enipted about one of Peterson's ministers. This t h e  it 

was Rene Fontaine, Minister of Northern Development and Mmes, who was accused of 

failing to disclose al1 of his personal holdings, which again violated the conflict-of- 

interest guidelines. The Premier was king blamed for his failure to ensure that his 

ministm were complying with the guidelines he e~tablished.'~' 

Premier Peterson responded by requesting that John Black Aird, the former 

lieutenant govmor of Ontario, review the guidelines for cabinet ministers and make any 

necessary recommendations. Aird concluded that the present guidelines were too vague 

and poorly worded. Therefore, Aird recommended the establishment of conflict-of- 

interest legislation and an independent ethics CO mmissioner . 

in 1988, the Ontario govemxnent replaced the older confia of interest legislation 

with new legislation that was applied to both Cabinet Ministers and members of the 

129 Kemaghan. "Mes are not Enough,,.", p. 180. 
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legislature. and called for the appointment of a confiict of interest or ethics commissioner 

to enme cornpliance with said legislation "An ethics commissioner is an independent 

officia1 who provides advice to elected officiais about how to comply with the 

government 's ethics niles and investigates coqlaints about possible breaches. If an 

investigation determines that there has ken a breach of the d e .  the commissioner can 

sometimes recommend a particular sanction to the legislature, nich as declaring a 

member's seat vacant."'32 The Honourable Gregory Evans, former chief justice of the 

Supreme Court of Ontario. became the first permanent Ethics Commissioner. This was 

the fim time in Canadian history a govenunent made such an appointment.133 

A fourth major factor was that the New Dernomtic P m .  the new goveniment of 

Ontario. announced in their November 1990 Throne Speech that they intended to provide 

protection for whistlebl~wers.~~~ The Rae government was the first m Canada to deciare 

its public intention of improving protection to whist leblowers. '" 
When NDP leader Bob Rae was in opposition. he often t i ic ized the Liberal's 

conflictsf-interest legislation as not k ing  an adequate method for the prevention of 

potential conflia of interen situations. Therefore, Remier Rae, in 1 990, amended the 

conflia of interest guidelines to include the families of the Ministers and their assistants. 

Furthemore, it required those members of the cabinet and parliamentary assistants to 

dispose of "any assets, liability or financial interest which causes or wuld appear to 

132 Greene and Shneamiap p. 129. 
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cause a conflict of interest: and all business i~terests.""~ These guidelines were 

interpreted and enfiorced by the Premier, not the Ethics Commissioner. This may lead to 

potential conflict of interest situations for the Premier since he or she would be enforcing 

these guidelines in respect to his or her own party membas. The Premier wodd have to 

publicly expose the conflict of interest that one of his or her Ministers had been 

participating in, which in turn may lead to negative publicty for the Premier and his or 

her political party. 

The Conflict-of-interest Act was later renamed the Memben' Integrity Act under 

the Rae government in 1994 and again placed under the enforcement of the ethics 

commissioner. However. the title of the "Ethics Co mmissioner" was changed to 

"Integrity Commissioner" to reflect the changes in the Act. This Members' htegrity Act 

prohibits MPPs and cabinet ministen from using their public office position to fiirther 

their private interest or improperly benefit the private interests of someone else or to use 

information not available to the general public for this purpose. 13' 

n i e  Ethics Commissioner's office has an annual expendmue of $200,000 and on 

average handles about one hundred inquiries per year. "It is remarkable that in eight 

yean, there have been fewer allegations of conflict of interest than in 1986, the year prior 

to the introduction of the original connict-of-interest guidelines. This attests to the 

usefulness of an independent ethics commissioner who c m  advise the elected members 

about how to avoid conflict of interest in their individual situations." 13* 
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Other Related Issues 

There are a few issues related to the introduction of the whistleblowing legislation 

in Ontario that shouid be mentioned. One issue was the role that the media played m 

having the govemment htroduce this legislation. A second issue is the criticism that the 

Ontario government received by establishing the Memben' Integrity Act in 1994. The 

M d  related issue is the private sector's response to the govemment's concem over 

ethical behaviour and conduct. Lanly. it is important to recognk how the opposition 

plays a role in the present govemment by proposing whistleblowing legislation- 

The fira related issue is the role that the media played when the government 

introduced whistleblowing legislation. As discussed, the Ontario g o v m e n t s  in the past 

two decades have been plagued wah scandals. The print media have been tremendously 

effective in stimulating and maintainhg the public ' s interest in ethical issues over the 

years. Extensive publicity about unethical behaviour. especially conflict of interest, 

involving officials in Ottawa bas also stimulated and reinforcd concern about ethics in 

the Ontario govemment .13' The public's concern about ethics has put immense pressure 

on the parties at election time to make promises that their party will put into place 

guidelines that will ensure the public officials conduct themselves ethically. There was 

some public support for individual whistleblowers that were retaliated against by king 

fired after he or she exposed the wrongdoing of the govenunent. These cases were ofien 

weil documented in the media. The public believed that the whistleblower should be 

protected against such retaliation and sympathwd with the whistleblower since it often 

served the public's mterest to have the wrongdoing exposed. 

139 Keniagbm. "Mes are not Enou&. .", p. 1 83. 



A second issue was the criticism that resulted fiom the passing of the Members' 

Integrïty Act. It was argued by Ian Scon Ornano's attorney general in 1988, that the 

Memben' Integrity Act was unnecessarily strict and was a direct result of the 

governments king pressured by an overly cynical public that had been misleci by 

exaggerated media stories about political corruption1" Greene and Shugarman also 

argued that the Act prevented and limaed many people fkom various backgrounds fkom 

entering into politics simply because they could not own any businesses. 14' Others 

argued that politicians should not have any businesses so that ai i  of their attention and 

focus wilI be on their elected position Most critics believed that this Act was relatively 

but did acknowledge the potential for danga of over-reguiation. However. some 

commentators believed that the criticism that empted fiom the passing of the Members' 

Integrity Act and the fdout of this legislation durhg the 1990 election resulted in the 

Rae govemmmt postponing their introduction of the whistleblowing legislation till 1993 

Many people, both in the private and public sectors, were upset with the limitations this 

Act placed upon officials. 

Another related issue is the response of the private sector to the govenunent 's 

concem about ethical conduct. The private sector in Ontdo has responded to both the 

public and govenunent concem about ethical conduct by adopting codes of ethics, 

providmg workshops on ethics for employees, and emphasizing and rewarding ethical 

leadershxp in the organizations. 14' The legislation that the Ontario govemment was 

planning on introducing for whistleblowing protection was only for the public sector. 
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Therefore. many organizations in the private sector had a limitai investment in whether 

the govenunent passed such legislation Howeva, the private sector was largely not 

supportive of the Members' Integrity Act since it forced any private sector penon who 

was interested in entering into politics to give up any and al l  businesses. In the p a n  

politicians that owned businesses could put those holdings into a 'blind trust' when they 

entered into politics. However, the new legislation does not have the option of a 'blind 

mst' for business owners. Many withm the private sector saw this as an extremely 

prejudicial Act and as an unnecessary limitation that wouid not solve the wrongdohg that 

was oc&g in the govment .  It is this author's opinion tbat the current law is too 

strict. 'Blind trusts' should be mandatory and are an effective approach to eliminating 

potential conflia of interest situations for people entering politics. It is my 

recommendation that the Members' Integnty Act should focus more specifically on 

de fining ethical and unethical C O U ~ U ~  of poiiticians. 

Some commentators have also argued that the private sector was not supportive of 

the Whistleblower's Protection legislation because they feared that it might lead to 

s M a r  legislation king introduced for the private sector in the îùture. The related False 

Claims Act in the United States allows for whistleblowers to sue private organizations, 

and the private sector wouid not be supportive of any potential for major lawsuits and 

h e s .  

The fourth issue is the d e  that opposition parties play in the introduction of 

whistleblowing legislation. 'The pattern in Ontario has k e n  for opposition parties to 

proclaim their capacity for higher levels of ethicai performance than the govenhg party, 

to develop 'new and improved' mies when they corne to power, and then to see mininers 



and their political staff become involved in serious ethical problems once in power."143 

This pattern has been demonstrateci in the 1985, 1990 and 1995 elections. Opposition 

parties want to help enforce the belief m the public that their present government is 

unethical and therefore, shouid be replaced with thek more ethicai party. In order to 

convince the public that their party is more ethical the campaigning pmy often d e s  

promises of the introduction of new legislation that will ensure the ethical condua of 

the* govemment. This will supposedly help to rebuild the public's trust in the 

goveniment . 

The Proposed Whistleblower 3 Protection Legisiation 

There are many factors and issues that led to the Rae NDP government 

introducing the Whistleblower's Protection legislation as Bill 1 17 in 1993. Some of these 

pressures were supportive of the legislatioa while others were aàamantly opposed. It is 

important to examine the legislation that was proposed. 

in 1986, the OLRC advocated for whistleblowing protection legislation to be 

htroduced in the Ontario government and made recommendations for the legislation 

based on the United States federal whistleblowing legislation. Mer the Throne Speech 

in 1990, the Rae govemmem had the Management Board Secretariat do a report that 

anaiyzed the United States federal whistleblowing protection legislation and the present 

needs for protection of whistleblowers in the Ontario govemment.'" The OLRC and the 

Management Board Secretariat both recommended the creation of an Office of Special 

1 43 Kemaghm. ''Rules are not Enou@...", p. 1 87. 
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Counsel (OSC). This would be modeled similarly to the federai OSC in the United 

States. 

Honourable Bob Mackenzie. Minister of Labour, introduced Bill 1 17 on 

November 4. 1993. Bill 1 17 was htroduced to r e v k  the Crown Employees Collective 

Bargaining Act. to amend the Public Service Act and the Labour Relations Act. and to 

make related amendments to other Acts. The intent of the Act was to protea the Ontario 

Government employees fkom retaliation for disclosing allegations of serious govermuent 

wrongdoing, and to provide a means for malang those allegations public. 14' 

The following paragraphs describe the Whistleblowers' Protection Act that was 

assented on December 13. 1993. The objectives of the whistleblower protection 

legislation were to protect the whistleblowers fkom retaliation and to ensure that the 

wrongdoing discloseci by the whistleblower was responded to appropriately. 

Whistleblowers could choose to disclose the wrongdoing by either informing a Special 

Counsei, an independent agency that would be established to receive such allegations. or 

deciding on their own which channel was best for them If the whistleblower decided to 

choose his or her own channel. he or she could expose the wrongdoing to the media, 

MPs, opposition parties, police, ombudsman, etc. The whistleblower could rely upon the 

common law 'whistleblower's defence' to avoid any charges for unauthorized release of 

confidential information as long as he or she acted in good faith. There is some question 

as to how one would prove that he or she acted in good faah since it is not defined.146 
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The Lieutenant Govemor m Council would appoin? a lawyer as a Special Counsel 

for a raiewable five year term. The Special Counsel would have two main objectives. 

One would be to receive allegations of wrongdoing in the strictest confidence. and to 

provide advice and guidance regardhg the allegations. The potential whistleblower 

could report any allegation of wrongdoing in either confidentiality or anonymdy. and he 

or she could receive advice without any fear of retaiiation The second objective would 

be to act as a safe conduit for disclosure of wrongdomg and. where appropriate. to ensure 

that an agenc y responds to allegations of wrongdomg. 14' 

The Special Counsel would ensure that the allegation of wrongdoing represented: 

a violation of a statute. regulation or rule; or mismanagement, waste of fûnds, or abuse of 

authonty; or a danger to the health or safety of employees anaor the public: or other 

wrongdoing of a similar nature, and which should be disclosed in the public interest. 148 

If th is  were the case, the Special Counsel could take fùrther action by requiring the head 

of the provincial agency to prepare a report on the matter, which could later become 

public. The Special Counsel could also advise the whistleblower that they feel the 

allegation is groundless and/or that it may be more appropriate to bring the allegations to 

the attention of another Party, like the police or ombudsman. 

The legislation recommended that al Crown emplo yees be included in the 

protection of whistleblowers. Furthemore, the legislation recommended that a statutory 

nght of grîevance be established in the Public Service Act for when a whistleblower 
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niffers retaliation The Crown Emplo yees Grievance Settlemmt Board or the Public 

Service Gnevance Board would hear this grieva~ce. '~~ 

Although the Ontario Whistleblowing Protection Legislation was passed in 1 993. 

it has never been implemented because neaher the Rae nor the Hamis governments have 

taken the seps to appoint a counsel. It has ken  argued that both goveniments have not 

implemented the legislation because the governments fear that a great deal of wrongdoing 

will be exposed to the public. Opposition memben alleged in 1996 that Cornervative 

Premier Mike Hmîs  used fhds  donated by his constituency association to pay for his 

golf club membership and a number of other personal expenditures. This could be one of 

the reasons why the whistleblowing protection legislation has not been enacteci. Premier 

Harris may be intimidated that the legislation may lead to his resignation. 

Summaly 

It is easy for opposition parties to criticize the present government's ethical 

condua and make campaign promises of implementing radical change of ethics in the 

govemment. Keeping those campaign promises once elected is a v a y  complex and 

tedious task for a new govemment since there are many issues involved with the 

introduction or implementation of new legislatioe 'mot only in Ontario, but in other 

Canadian govemments, politicians have found that the practical realaies of govemhg 

make it difficult to adhere to the ethical standards they have demanded of  tha as."^*' 
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If the Ontario goverrunent pceeds with its announced plans for implementation 

of the Whistleblower's Protection legislation. this could have a watefshed efféct on the 

management of whistleblowing m Canada by providmg a mode1 for action in other 

g~veniments.~'~ Ontario would be the £kt govemment that would have adopted a 

modifieci form of the whistleblowing legislation of the United States. It is important to 

critically analyze the UnÏted States whistleblowing legislation in order to better 

understand if and how that legislation could be adopted into a Canadian context. 



CHAPTER FOUR - The American Mode1 of Whistleblowing 
Legislation 

Introduction 

John Sniart Mill wrote o v a  a centwy ago: 

The proper oftice of a representative msembly is ro nntch and connol the 
govemment; to throw the light of publicity on its acts; to compel a full 
apusition and justifcation of all of them which anyone considers 
pestionable; to censure them iffound condemnable. and ifthe men icho 
compose the governent abuse their m t ,  orfiIfil1 it in a rnanner which 
conflicts trith the deliberate seme of the nation. to expei them from 
offce .... This is su@v ample powr, and seam@ enough for the liberty of the 
nati~n!~' 

Fedenil employees are an important party that. Iike elected representatives. 

watches over the govemment to ensure that it is acting with integrity and honest y. 

Whistleblowers need to be aven adequate legal protection if they are to expose the 

wrongdoings, to the public or external parties. that are occumhg in one of the agencies of 

the govemment andior an extemal organization that is violating the law. d e s  or 

reguiat ions of the government . 

The American public has been generally supportive of the govemment providing 

protection for emplo yees who act m the public's interest by discloshg conduct by theIr 

employer that constitutes a breach of law or regdation. or that which is otherwise 

contrary to public poli~y.154 The public's growing support and encouragement for the 

government to increase whistleblowing legislation has been heightened and linked to 
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major media-laden scandals that have occmed throughout the history of the American 

government . 

This chapter will fnst examine the major factors that led the American 

govemment to establishmg the legislation that provides protection for whialeblowers. 

Secondly, R is important to review the various federal statutes that make provision for 

protection for whistleblowers. Next. the Whistleblower Protection Act will be exploreci 

in detail. The fourth section will look at the False Claims Act that provides compensation 

for whistleblowers when they sue private organhtions. Lastly. this chapter evaluates the 

American federal st atutory protection for whistleblowers. 

Major Factors Leadhg to 'Whistleblowing Legislation 

There were many factors that led the American government to be the leader in 

develophg legislation for whistleblowers in their country. The fkn factor was the 

situation with patronage employees of the late eighteenth century. A second major factor 

was the evolution of Congress o v e  the yean. It was Congress' responsibility to 

investigate the allegations of illegal or improper conduct by the Executive Branch. 

Congress often ignored these allegations and these shortcomings were greatly 

demonstrated to the public in the Watergate scandal. This scandai, which was the last 

major factor, put immense pressure on the foilowing government to introduce 

whist leblowing legislation that would provide protection for people who expo sed 

wrongdoing in the govemment. 

The first major factor was that the American government was pnmady naffed 

with patronage employees prior to 1 883. The person up for election would promise jobs 

for key suppon by leaders in the community and Cabinet positions for support fiom 



members within his or her party. These are just some of the patronage examples of the 

. . 
times. This patronage led to an admmstration that was in the han& of incompetent 

political hacks, and corruption was rife throughout the government. Some of the federa1 

employees who were trying to expose comption to the public were quickly silenced by 

being fired, threatened, transferred. harassed and occasionally killed. in 188 1. President 

Garfield was assassinated by an angry, rejected jobseeker. Chester A Arthur, the next 

President, wanted to prevent any more assassinations from occuming. especially his own. 

The Pendleton Act. in 1883, established the civil semice system that was based on a merit 

principle for the hiring of federal employees. This Act merely helped to decrease the 

amomt of patronage that was occuming in the federal govemment. The issue of 

patronage is as relevant today as it was in the 1880s."~ 

A second major factor was the evolution of Congress. The United States of 

America uses a presidential form of government. Therefore, Congress is responsible for 

the administrative oversight. Congress enablishes various comxnhees to scrutinjze the 

decisions and actions of the executive branch. 'The importance of administrative 

oversight derives Born a view that was widely held among the authon of the 

Constitution: that the Amencan people need not only be serveci by their govemment but 

protected fiom it as w e ~ . " ' ~ ~  A citizen can even make a complaint to Congress, and it 

will act as an Ombudsman and investigate the claim(s). The four techniques that 

Congress uses in administration oversight are oversight hearings, special investigations, 

personnel controls and financial controls. 



One example of a Congressionally mandated structure or organization that 

Congress established to help smtinize is the Office of Govemment Ethics (OGE). The 

OGE is a branch of the Office of P e n o ~ e l  Management that is charged with ensuring 

that the executive branch officials retain a high standard of condua. FiIrthemore. the 

OGE will review the allegations of wrongdoing of both the officials and the agencies. If 

the allegations are p r o v a  OGE is limited to ordering "corrective action" to resolve the 

matters. The OGE cannot take punitive action against empioyees nor initiate criminal 

proceedings. lS7 Another example of a Congressional1 y mandateci organization is the 

General Accounting Office (GAO). GAO conducts investigations into any uses or 

administration of govenlment fûnds or programs. 

Max J. Skidmore and Marshall Carter Tripp argue that the "Congressional 

oversight of the E x e d v e  is ofien chaotic, uncoordinated and fiequently confuse~i.""~ 

They contend that Congress is not an unbiased investigator, for it often fails to check on 

the moa flagrant examples of wrongdoing and misrnanagement when the Congressional 

majority party is the same as the President's party. This could be attriited to the 

personal whims, biases, technical and research limitations, and personal connections of 

the members of the staff personnel to the members of the Executive Branch. Congress 

will need to look at ways to heip elirninate the pressure placed on staff by the Executive 

Branch officials to dismiss the investigations and therefore, the allegations when the 

Congressional majority party is the same as the President's party. As well, Congress will 
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need to ensure that there are sufficient h u m a  technical and research resources available 

to adequately mvestigate the allegations against the Executive  ranch. lS9 

The commdtees and organizations that Congress has established to scruanize the 

Executive Branch cannot take punitive action towards the officials. However. the 

legislators themselves can take action against the wrongdoing of public officials. The 

House of Representatives may impeach an official by calling for a majority vote to 

impeach the person. The Senate sits as a court in this situation, and both parties are 

allowed to present their case. Once the cases have been presented. a vote is held to 

decide if the charged person is guihy of the alleged charges. Two-thirds of the vote is 

required to convkt an official and conviction automatically results in the person's 

removal from office. This is the only way that Congress can remove Executive Branch 

O fficials that are committing wrongdoings. 16* 

Article ïI. Section 4. of the Constitution specifies 'treason, bribery, or other high 

crimes and misdemeanors' as impeachable offenses. Since there is no clarification as to 

which acts consthte high crimes or misdemeanors, Congress gets to subjectively decide 

what it means in each situation. Most scholars agree that the inipeachable offenses 

should include an act(s) involving illegality or unconstitutional behaviour. An official 

should not be impeached for unpopular behaviour. 16 1 

Impeachment is a difficult, slow and cumbersome process that rarely resuits in the 

impeachment of the acnwd. 162 Andrew Johnson, in 1 868, was the only President that 
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was ever impeached. However. the Senate did not convict Johnson. Opponents t~gued 

that the impeachment was entirely partisan for some people detested Johnson's 'so fi' 

policy toward the South after the Civil War. There was much contmversy suroundhg 

the charges smce many supporters viewed the charges as not r e f h g  to hi@ crimes or 

misdemeanors. For example, charges are not m themselves crimes. lci3 

There have continued to be scandals of illegaL immoral and illegitimate a m i e s  

of the goverment since its conception in the United States. Some of these scandals have 

led the public to push the Amezican govemment into eaablishing laws that would protect 

the people that blow the whistle on the govenunent and act on behalf of the public's 

interest. The third major factor that led to the whistleblowing legislation was the 

Watergate scandal. 

The Watergate afl'air happened during the first Nixon administration The trials. 

investigations, hearings and cornmittee deliberations related to the allegations of ilIega1 

acts arising kom President Nixon's involvement in a cover-up were conducted over two 

years. The allegations against President Nixon were based on his effort to cover up his 

subordinates' involvement in the burglary of the Democratic National Cornmittee 

headquarters in the Watergate building. lM 

The House Judiciary Committee had made a recommendation for the 

impeachment, and that vote was pendmg, when Resident Nixon resigned in August 

1 974.16' It was clear to the public that Richard Nixon resigned the presidency in the face 
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of most certain impeachment by the House and conviction by the ~ e n a t e . ' ~ ~  This scanda1 

led the public to be very skeptical of mtegrity of the officiais in office. 

The Ethics Act permits the Attorney General to ask the Special Federal Court for 

an Independent Counsel when there is reason to believe that an official has violated a 

criminal law. Congress and Resident Carter believed that the Ethics in Governent Act 

of 1 978 and the establishment of the Mependent Counsel would restore the public's 

confidence in the objectivity of investigations mvolving allegations of wrongdoing on 

high-level ranked govemment O fficials. 16' 

Impeachment of officials is still a timely topic. There bave been several federal 

judges that have b e n  impeached throughout the years since Nixon According to I. Q. 

Wilson, writing in 1994, the last federd judge was removed £iom office in 1986 for lack 

of integrity.16* A case is point is the fact that Resident Bill Clinton is presently king 

investigated for his dealings with the WhRewater company, his potential perjury under 

oath for having an alleged affair with Monica Lewinsky and his pending criminal charges 

for sema1 harassment. AU of these allegations could resuh in Resident Clinton king 

impeached. Furthmore, most of these auegations have resulted fiom people blowing 

the whistle on the Resident 's conduct and exposing it to the public.169 

Potential impeachment of high-ranked public officials can act as a catalyst for 

refonn regarding ethical conduct in govement. However, the majority of people m the 

government are public servants who cannot be impeached. The Merit S ystems 
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Rotedon Board will internally discipline the average public servant for mon 

wrongdoing that he or she has committed. Potential whistleblowen need to be informed 

of their nghts and obligations regarding the exposwe of wrongdomg m the public sector. 

SpeciTic Federal Statutory Provisions for Whistieblowers 

It is important to examine ail of the federal aaMes that have potenth1 provisions 

for whistleblowen. Legislation can originate in either the House of Congress or 

simdtaneously in the Congress and the House of Representaives. Only a Senator or a 

Representative may in the Senate and the House introduce a bill. The Senate and House 

of Representatives must approve the laws in identical f o m  "Lawmaking involves the 

comprehensive information gathering, prolonged discussion, complex and often tedious 

negotiation and political bargaining amongst adversaries. " The legislation for 

proteaing whistleblowers has evolved over time in America. 

Agencies within the governrnent normally resist extemal demands and pressures 

for change and adamantly attempt to defend their own temitory This is done sometimes 

at a l i  cons through illegaI, immoral and illesimate means. At times. Congress and the 

President have found t easier to create a new agency than to force an exiaing agency to 

implement programs it opposes. This type of approach has led to duplication, waste, 

corruption and collusion between agencies in the government.171 

The public relies on whist leblowers to expose this duplication, waste, corruption 

and collusion. Over the years, there have been various statutes that have been enacted 
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that provide general protection for whistleblowers and o h  that provide protection for 

employees exercismg rights conferred by specific statutes. This section will look at the 

most relevant m e s .  in chronological order, that will provide protection for people 

contemplating whist leblowing. 

One of the relevant statutes for whistleblowers is the Freedom of Information Act. 

This A a  was passed in 1967. but was significantly amended in 1974. The practice for 

federal employees of disclosing information on a 'need to know' basis was changed to a 

'right to know' policy. This helped whistleblowen establish a legal defense for 

disclosing information about the illegal, immoral or illegitimate activities of the 

govemment. Whistleblowers could argue that the public had a 'right to know' about the 

wrongdoing. 17' 

Next. the House and the Senate each passed their own codes of ethics in 1977. 

These codes were very similar in nature. The codes of ethics made it mandatory for the 

Senators and the Representatives to provide a personal financial audit each year. These 

new codes of ethics were created based on the assumption that financial tnnsact ions were 

associated with improper influence. Improper hancial transactions could occur both 

inside and outside of the govemment. For example, a bnbe to a public officia1 could be 

paid fkom the opposition Party. an individual, an interest group or a corporation. 

However, these codes of ethics did not deal with the issue of improper bargaining that 

occurs between government officiais. 173 
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Thirdly, the Ethics of Govemment Act of 1 978 established a special prosecutor. 

later hown as Independent Counsel with the authority to investigate allegations of 

wrongdoing by the e x d v e  branch officiais. L74 The Independent Counsel was part of 

the Office of Special Counsel. This Independent Counsel wodd prosecute the parties in 

the government that r d a t e d  against the whistleblower. once the whistleblower filed a 

formal complaint with the Merit Syaems Protection Board. 

A fourth relevant statute is the Civil Semice Reform Act. The Civil Service 

Reform Act in 1 978 abolished the old Civil Service Commission and replaced f with the 

Office of Personnel Management (OPM). OPM is responsible for the screening and 

hiking of federal emplo yees. The Civil Service Reform Act created a Merit S ystems 

Protection Board (MSPB) that hears cornplaints fkom federal employees. This is the 

authority to which the whistleblower would make a complaint about any retaliation or 

reprisal that may have been directecl toward the individual in his or her agency or 

organization. 17' 

MSPB can provide limiteci protection for 'Whistleblowers" who expose the 

wrongdoings of their agency. The ninth principle of the United States Code, a legal 

fiamework goveming personnel practices at a federal level, States that employees who 

speak out about government wrongdoing should be protected âom retaliation. However, 

this protection cannot prevent the work environment fiom becoming hostile and negative 

for the whistleblower. Furthemore, MSPB caxmot prevent the whistleblower fiom bemg 

transferred to another department, potentially even in a different state. It is extremely 
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difficult for a civil servant to be terminated for any reason. However. it is rare that a 

whistleblower will ever advance in their career within the public sector after exposing the 

wrongdoing . 17' 

This Act helps to p v i d e  the most cornmon means of appeal for federal 

employees who su& retaliation by officiais for blowing the whistle on wrongdomg. 

The whinleblower must provide legitimate documentation to support his or her 

allegations of wrongdoing by govemment officials, and must file a written complaint of 

retaliation with either the MSPB or the Office of Special CounseL The whistleblower 

does have one other recouse, for the individual, under the collective bargainhg 

agreement, would have access to grievance procedures. 

The Civil Service Reform Act states that in order to receive protection. an 

employee mua have adequate documentation proving there has been a violation of a law, 

rule or regdation; or there has k e n  some gross mismanagement, waste of fùnds. abuse of 

authody; or substantial and specific danger to public health and safety. 177 This Act did 

not provide protection for whistleblowers that disclosed confidential information that was 

prohibited by law or specifically required by the Executive Order to be kept secret in the 

interest of national defense or the conduct of foreign affair~."~ 

Whistleblowen do not ahways want to have th& identities linked to allegations so 

that they becorne known to the public and the accused. Individuals want the wrongdoing 

to end but fear the consequences they may endure as a renilt of blowing the whistle. The 

Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is one of the solutions to this problem. A whistleblower 
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c m  use the Office as a mechanism to anonymously blow the whistle on the wrongdoing 

of an agency without the fear of retaliation and identification '" 
'The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 established 'hot lines' for whistleblowers. 

In addition. the Act helped to create agencies and subunits to protea federal employees 

against retaliation when blowing the whistle on wrongdoing in their agencies."180 Other 

agencies have established confident& lines through which anonymity of the 

whistleblower cm be protected. For example, the GAO established a whistleblowing 

hotiine in 1979. This hotline was seen as a mechanism for combating h u d  waste and 

abuse in federal expenditures. It has also been argued that "hotlines" act as a detement 

for federal employees and even agencies as a whole to commit hud. 

However. it is not ahKays possible for the whistleblower to remain anonymous 

and have the immoral, unethical or illemimate activities end. Therefore. there needs to 

be legislation that offen clear protection for whistleblowers when they expose the 

wrongdoing. 

The Whjstleblower Protection Act 

The movement for the passing of specific legislation that would protect 

whistleblowers began in the mid nineteen-eighties. Critics contended that the OSC was 

not an advocate for whistleblowers. This was substantiated by a 1985 GAO report that 

indicated that OSC in 1984 had tufned down ninety-nine percent of ali of the 

whistleblowas' cornplaints of retaliation that they feit they had endured fiom the 
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wrongdoer(s).18' Reports like this helped to substantiate the criticism that the Office of 

Special Counsel rarely protected the whistleblower nom the retaliation that the person 

would experience in bis or her agency. Subsequently, legislation was innoduceci to 

provide protection for the whistleblower that reported wrongdoing.'" 

President Reagan made an executive order during his presidency that aated 

federal employees had to sign Standard Form 189. Standard Form 189 held emplo yees 

liable for the disclo sure of classified information or information that could be deemed 

classifiable. The federal employees had to ask the& supervisors if the information was 

classifiable before they could disclose the information to any other person. intemally or 

externally. This led to a silencing process of whistieblowers for it gave the government 

the ammunifion to both fire the employee in retaliation for breaking confidentiality and to 

bring charges upon the whistleblower for leaking confidential classified information.'83 

Bill 508 was introduced m 1988 to eliminate two other impediments that made it 

extremel y di fficult for whistleblowers and other victirns of prohibÏted personnel po licies 

to win theu cases for redress. F i . .  the Bill was to modify or o v e m  ail inappropriate 

administrative and judicial determinations in an effort to make it more probable that 

whistleblowers codd win their cases. Second, the Office of Special Counsel was 

appointed as the advocate for whinleblowers or other victims of prohibted personnel 

practices. The OSC would no longer act to defend and protea the merit system in the 

govemment. lm 
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This Bill was resoundingly passed by 4 1 8 votes to ni1 in the House of 

Representatives and by voice vote in the Senate, only to be vetoed by President Reagan 

on October 27. 1988. There was no oppominity for Congress to ovenide the President's 

veto since the veto had occurred after the end of the Congressional session.185 The 

Democrats argued that President Reagan was fearful of the ramifications this Bill may 

have had for him in regards to his conduct in office. 

in 19 89. the Attorney General negotiated Whistleblower Protection Act (WA). 

which was at that time seen as a compromise between Congress and the Bush 

The Civil Service Reform Act was amended by the WPA. Public Law 

101-12, on April 10, 1989. WPA was introduced for the same reasons as Bill S508. 

The WPA States: 

The purpose of this Act is to strengthen and improve protection for the 
rights of federal employees, to prevent reprisais, and to heip eiiminate 
wongdoing within the go vemment b-v: 
1. rnandating that emplo-vees should not M e r  adverse consequences as a 

r m l t  of prohibited personnel practicer : and 
2. estabiishing: 

that the prima* role of the m c e  of Special Counsel is to protect 
employees. especialiy whistieblo wers. from prohibited personnel 
practices: 
thcrt the W c e  of Special Counsel shall act in the interests of 
ernp2oyee.s who seek assistance from the W c e  of Special Coumel; 
and 
that h i l e  disciplining those who commit prohibited personnel 
practices may be used as a means &y which tu help accomplish that 
goal, the protection of individuais wtio are the subject of the 
prohibited personnel practices remains the paramount 
consideration. 18' 
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This Act encourages civ i l  servants to report the abuses of trust and illegalay while 

proteaing the person fi-om the retaliations within the& own agencie~. '~~ The intention of 

the Act was to provide a 'positive climate for w h i s t l e b l o ~ i n ~ . ' ~ ~ ~  

An individual bemg retaliated against because he or she blew the whistle on theIr 

agency often uses WPA. The employer must prove that its actions were legitimate on 

independent grounds againa said employee. When the whistleblower files a reprisal 

complaint. the allegations of wrongdoing are simdtmeously fonvarded to both the law 

enforcement and federal agencies. lgO 

One result of WPA was that the Ofice of Special Counsel was created as an 

independent agency instead of a rather than a branch of MSPB. A second result of WPA 

is that the Special Counsel is requkd to maintain the anonymity of the whistleblower 

unless the individual consents to the disclosure of his or her idenMy or 'iinless the 

Special Counsel determines that the disclosure of the individual's identity is necessary 

because of the imminent danger to public health or safety or the imminent violation of 

any criminal  la^."^^' The Civil Service Reform Act could disclose the whistleblower's 

identit y if it was "necessary to cany out the funaions of the Special Counsel." The 

changes in WPA will hopefully help to alleviate the fear of retaliation and identiy for the 

whistleblower exposing the wrongdoing. 

A third result was that the WPA lowered the burden of proof for reprisais for 

whistleblowers while increasing the burden of proof for federal agencies defending the 
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specific personnel decisions. The whistleblower has to prove by a preponderance of 

evidence that the whistleblowing was the contributhg factor in the reprisal they 

experienced fkom their employer. The employer must provide 'clear and convincing' 

evidence that the organization would have taken the same course of action towards the 

person in the absence of whistleblowing. This helps to override case law that was 

requiring whistleblowers to prove that their exposmg the wrongdomg was the 

' predominant ' or ' significant ' motivator in the employer taking the reprisal actions. '" 
WPA is a federal statute that has been adopted by a few states. The state courts 

have drastically varied on the issue of providing protection for the whistleblower. The 

greatest degree of variance can likely be attributed to whether the whistleblower refuseci 

to participate in wrongful activity, and reportecl illegal activity or wrongful condu~t.''~ 

Whistleblowers usually have documentation to support the allegations of 

wrongdoing that they have reported. Therefore, the whistleblower may be exposed to 

charges of theft, violation(s) of confidential information. or misushg "classified 

information as mentioned in violation of Standard Form 189. in recent years, an Anti- 

Gag Statute was passed to ban the spending of govemment fun& to enforce the secrecy 

agreements. 

Many federal kws have been amended to hclude a clause for protection of 

whist leblowers. These are collective1 y known as the whist leblower laws. 'The basic 

goal is to provide a means of redress for people who have been punished by their 

employers for advocating adhaence to government regulatory standards."194 There are 
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provisions in some federal statutes that regulate against retaliation when the 

whistleblower makes a complaint to a specified public authority about their empioyer's 

breach of s t a ~ o r y  duties. The statues can help b ~ g  reinstatement. back pay. 

compensatory damages and attorney's fees. lgs Some of the federal laws include 

Occupational Safety and Heaith Act, the Water Pollution Act, and the Energy 

Reorganization Act. In Apnl 1997. the United States Code was amended to increase 

protection for members of the Armed Forces. 

Some states have adopted other statutes to provide protection for whistleblowers. 

"At least 26 states have provided direct support for whistleblowers by recognizing a 

'public po licy exception' to the traditional doctrine that emplo yers can fire workers 

t, 196 without cause. This has helped to provide protection fiom retaliation for 

whistleblowers in the public sector. 

There have also been agencies established to provide support to whistleblowers. 

The Government Accomtability Project (GAP) in Washington. D. C.. is the pnmary 

clearinghouse and resource centre for whistleblowers. People contemplating blowing the 

whiale need a "safe" place where they can go to find out information about their legal 

responsibilities and rights. GAP will also help the individual and his or her family deal 

with the enormous main that this will place on their lives, and aliow the whialeblower to 

feel that he or she is not alone. Another non-prof3 agency is the Fola Group Lac. The 

Fola Group assists individuals that are seekmg to expose governent fiaud, waste and 

abuse, while protecting client "anon ymit y" and "confdentialit y. " 



False Claims Act 

The American government contracts with businesses for goods and senrices 

costing billions each year. The False Claims Act was established to prevent these 

companies fkom cheating the goveniment on those goods and services. Whistleblowers 

can help put an end to this by disclosing the illegal and illegitimate activities of their 

employen. The False Claims Act provides monetary compensation for individuals that 

expose the wrongdoing of agencies or corporations. 

There were major amendments to the Faise Claims Act in 1986. "Any person 

with knowledge of h u d  or false claims against the govenunent cm briog a lawsuit in his 

or her name and in the name of the United States. The whistleblower does not have to 

have first-hand knowledge of the h u d ;  the person can have learned information Corn 

anyone else, iike a niend, relative, CO-worka, cornpetitor, etc. The information must 

simply not be publicly disclosed and a case can not already be started on the same 

matter."'97 The False Claims Act is relevant in cases regarding the federal govemment, 

but does not cover state govemment or private mes. 

The False Claims Act can be applied even when the fiaudulent party does not 

direct ly cheat the government, but rather the party cheats the Company that is receiving 

money fkom the government for goods or services or gants. The whistleblower tirs files 

the case in the federal court, where it is reviewed to determine if a valid case exists. The 

government has sixty days to evahiate the claim The government will then determine 

whether both the whistleblower and the government will bring on the lawsuit . If the 
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govemment does not accept the case. then the whistleblower can still bring forth the 

c h  in his name only. 

The reward can be substantial if the whistleblower wins the case. The company 

will bave to pay the government a penalty of three times the amount it gained in fkaud. If 

the case was in the name of the whistleblower and the United States. the whistleblower 

cm receive between fifteen to twenty-five percent of the penalty that is paid to the 

government. If the case was in the name of the whistleblower only, the person can 

receive between twenty-five to thirty percent of the penalty. The amount a company may 

have to pay the govemment can easily range into the hundreds of millions or even 

billions of dollars. Therefore, the whistleblower could be looking at receiving a .  

enormous reward or compensation for blowing the whistle on a particular situation. 

An Evaluation of the Whistleblowing and False Claims Legishtion 

It is important to evaluate the Arnerican legislation that d e s  the provisions for 

whistleblowers. The question is whether these staMes provide adequate protection and 

compensation for whistleblowers. Do these laws provide whistleblowers with a path of 

recourse if they endure retaliation fkom their employers? This section will closely 

examine the statutes that have been explainec! in the previous sections of this chapter. 

The Ethics of G o v m e n t  Act was specifically geared towards situations in 

which there was illegal behaviour in the public sector. However, many abuses of the 

public office do not involve mminal or illegal aaivity. The Ethics of Govemment Act 

did not solve the potential credibilny crisis in the public's eye because non-criminal 



conduct can damage the public trust as much as criminal c o n d u ~ t . ' ~ ~  Some critics do not 

agree with that claixn, stating that the public is tolerant of some immoral and unethical. 

but not illegal conduct. A case m point is Resident Clinton's vote of confidence (i.e. 

sixty percent favorabilay rating and sixty-seven percent job approval) by the Arnerican 

public in the face of his aileged pejury of his alleged affair with a Whae House intem. 

The Civil S h c e  Reforrn Act provided a great deal of protection for 

whistleblowers. However. the Act needed to estabiish the Office of Special Counsel as 

an independent agency rather than an arm of a govemment branch, MSPB. to conduct the 

investigations into the allegations. It is unclear as to whetha the Office of Special 

Counsel acts as an arm of the govemment. 

"There is a need for checks against the abuses that are possible ~J-J the 
govemment. nie mechanisms for investigation and prosecution of oficial abuse 
of such powrs lie itithin the same agencies that may have abused powr. 
Rflonns have been proposed to estublish dejïenses against govemment 
lawlessness. Unfortunately no institutionai arrangements have yet emerged that 
muld flective[v guard against the subversion o f f e e  and honourable 
govemment bdv those ~ r n  tu uphold it. "2W 

There is stiu some concem that Congress will exert too much influence over the 

Special Counsel in regards to particular cases. A hypothetical example would be that the 

Democratic govemment d e s  a formai compla.int that the Republican Congress has 

used the Office of SpeciaI Counsel to purposely make any allegations against the present 

Democratic govemment a priority for the agency. 
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There is much public and judicial support for whistleblowing in cases where 

criminal laws are king broken It is much harder to determine if whistleblowing was 

appropriate in cases where officiais used their position in ways that are not cIearly illegal, 

but rather Most of the legislation excludes the protection for whistleblowers 

when they expose immoral or unethicai activities. The legislation does not include 

immoral and unethical activities because immoral and unethical behaviour is rather 

subjective in nature. This legislation is less than ten years old and the courts are still 

interpreting it. It is rny contention that the legislation may in the future broaden its 

protection of whistleblowers to include some immoral and/or unethical activities. 

Some critics argue that having a dollar incentive for whistleblowers under the 

False Claims Act could lead to bounty hunting and profiteering by employees in certain 

situations. It is true that there may be a large settlement for the whistleblower and the 

person may be protected if there is reasonable belief of retaliation in the work 

environment. However. the process of blowing the whistle puts immense strain on the 

whist leblower ' s famil y, career. healt h and finances (for example. pa ying lawyer fees). 

While there is a chance that the whistleblower will receive a large settlement, there is an 

equal chance that the person will lose almost everythmg in their life. Losing almost 

everything would include their career, possessions due to bankmptcy, marriage, famil y 

life, etc. This is the reason why people rarely blow the whistle without carefully 

weighing ail the variables in the situation. 

The False Claim Act has also ken  criticized as being comterproductive to the 

WPA because t provides incentive for employees to bypass intenial reporthg systems. 



The Federal Sentencing guidelines require corporations to set up these interna1 reportkg 

systerns. Cntics argue that the interna1 whistleblowing mechanisms in private 

organizations shodd be adquate for any potential whistleblower and that there is no 

need for the False Claims Act. 'O2 This critichm does no? hold much weight since 

intemal review procedures do not exist in the majorit y of organizations in the private 

sector. Furthermore, many internai repohg systems are ineffective and can actually 

help to cover up the indiscret ions and iUegal behaviour of the company. These may be 

particularly true when a wrongdoer in a private organization has an accomplice in a 

govemment department. 

The recent amendmats to the False Claims Act have stipulateci t h e  constraints 

on reporthg the wrongdomg. If the person does not blow the whistle immediately, the 

whistleblower has less of a right to share in evennüil damages. There is also a statue of 

limitation for asking protection under the WPA of one month fkom the retaliation of 

dismissal or any other act. The whistleblower is O fien not knowledgeable of the legal 

rights he or she is entitled to in that particula. situation. Moa whistleblowers have not 

gone through the process of blowing the whistle on wrongdoing. and therefore should be 

allowed a reasonable t h e  period in which to learn about their legal nghts and to deal 

with the enormous strain of the situation. There is much debate as to what a reasonable 

statute of M a t i o n  would be given the situation, yet iittk hard evidence on enher side as 

to why it should be one month versus three months or more. 

One of the biggest stumbling blocks is that the whistleblowing legislation has 

evolved inconsistently. There is no coherem body of law that protects ail whistleblowers 



at the state. municipal. federal and corporate l e~e l s . ' ~~  The United States needs to 

standardize the definition, procedures and compensation for whistleblowas between ail 

federal laws with clauses for whistleblowing. Statutes of limitation should be eqwL 

instead of ranging fkom one month to one year. 1 would propose that the statute of 

limitation be a minimum of one year. Furthemore. there should be one agency that 

receives ali the allegations 60 m whistleblowers and has the responsibilit y for 

hvestigating the claims. Each federal law usually names a different agency for reporting 

the wrongdoing, and this agency has changed over the years. It is very dificult for a 

person contemplating blowing the whistle to know what procedure he or she is to follow 

as outlined in the federal laws since it changes fiequently fkom one agency to another. 

There needs to be a permanent implementation of the federal Anti-Gag S t a ~ e  

that would ensure that WPA and other related statutes would supersede any statutes 

regarding provision for non&closure or other secrecy and confidentiality contracts. 

Nondisclo sure agreements create work environments that leave the emplo yees helpless 

to expose the violations, fraud or illegality they are witnessing. An individual 

contemplating blowing the whistle would have to recognize that he or she wouid face 

potential charges for exposing the wrongdoing to either intemal or extemal authorities. 

There needs to be some legal protection for the whistleblowers that expose the 

wrongdoings of an agency with legitimate documentation by disclo sing confidential or 

classified information. 



Summary 

The Amencan form of whistleblowing legislation is far fiom providing ideal 

protection for whist leblowers. However, the legislation has continued to evolve over 

time. The present legislation does not provide clear parameters for protection for the 

whistleblowers. Each case is different. The question then becomes whether the law for 

legal protection for whistleblowers has peaked or if it will continue to expand in the 

future where it might state under what cirnimstances such protection wiU be given to 

whistleblo~ers.~~~ 

There is much insight the Canadian govenunent can gain f?om examining the 

evo lut ion of the whist leblowing legislation w i t b  the American govemment. The 

American govemment has been strugghg with the issue of whistleblowing for over 

twenty years. Since the Canadian government is a different form of govemment. there 

will need to be an examination as to what, if any, United States legislation the Canadian 

government should emulat e. 

'" Callahan and Corn p. 940. 



CHAPTER FIVE - Applying the American Legislation to the 
Canadian Context 

Introduction 

"Governments are paying mcreased attention to the various means by which 

ethical conduct can be maintained and n~rtured."~'~ One of the means available for 

encouraging and supporting ethical condua is whistleblowing protection legislation. The 

Canadian govanment can look at the Amencan whistleblowing protection legislation as 

one example of whistleblowing legislation. 

The fist section of this chapta will look at the basic similarities and différences 

between the American and Canadian govemments. Secondly, it is important to outline 

the strengths and weaknesses of applying the American mode1 of whistleblowing 

legislation to the Canadian context. Lastly. this chapter will analyze the main coas and 

benefas for the private and public sector in applying the American whistleblowing 

legislation. 

Basic Sirnilarities and Difierences between American & Canadian Govemments 

Two-thirds of North America consists of the United States and Canada. While a 

few commentators argue that the only commomlity between these two countries is that 

they inhabit the same continent, it is imperative that the basic similarities and differences 

between the American and Canadian govemments be examined. We d l  only examine 

these basic simitarities and differences between these two countnes due to the limiteci 

length of the thesis. 
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The American and Canadian governments originally corne fiom English heritage 

and tradition. Both countries are founded upon a constitution. United States has a 

presidential government where the political power is s h e d  by three separate branches of 

the govemment. These branches are the Executive Branch. the Legislative and the 

Judicial. Congress (House of Representatives and the Senate) is elected for a specific 

terin, and the president is elected separately as well for a specific terxr~ Major eleaions 

must take place only at constitutioually prescx-ibed times in a regular cycle. This election 

inflexibiiity may lead to a "gridlock where the Executive and the Legislative disagree 

over an issue, partly as a r e d t  of the fact that the two branches are controlled by 

different political parties. The citizens rnay have to wait a considerable t h e  for the 

election to voice their opinion on the matter. This election system does help to 

institutionalize stabiïlty in the leadership of the country, but it also institutionalizes 

')g-idlock." 

Canada has a parliarnentary govemment where the political power is concentniteci 

in the legislature. i.e. a fusion of powers. The legislature chooses the executive that is led 

by the Prime Mïnister and there is no separation of powers. If there is serious 

disagreement between the executive and the parliament, the result is a vote of non- 

confidence which will lead to the dissolution of Parliament and then the issue is presented 

to the people at new elections to determine whether the former leadership retains power 

or surrenders f to another piirty. Elections have to occur withiu a maximum length of 

time, but it is at the discretion of the Prime Minister as to when the election is cailed. 

This may lead to short terms of leadership for certain Rime Ministers that make 

decisions that are not supported m large part by the legislature or the public. The 



parliamentary system allows the citizens to participate in deciding the major directions of 

governent policies by ensuring through the election process that the eleaed party 

represents their views and continues to follow through on the winning party's broad 

platform campaign promises. Thus, the system is built to avoid "gidlock." 

Two political parties, the Republicans and the Democrats, have n o m l l y  

dominated American politics. It is argued that there is only a relatively small difference 

between the parties, for the Republicans are slightly more cornervative than the 

~ e r n o c r a t s . ~ ~ ~  By contrast. the Liberal Party, the Progressive Conservative (PC) Party 

and the New Democratic Party (NDP) have dominated historically in Canada, providing a 

somewhat broader range of political party differences for voters to consider. In recent 

years. the Reforrn Party and the Bloc Quebecois Party have become more involved in the 

federal government politics. Since there is a large consortium of parties that the citizen 

can elect, there is no one constant opposition party for an individual Party. This is very 

different from the United States where each party knows who their opposition party wili 

be after each election. This political environment can play a factor in the strategy that a 

political party develops each year. 

In April 1982, Canada adopted the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Charter 

of Rights and Freedoms is somewhat similar (recognizing that there are differences) to 

the United States Bill of Rights. It has been argued that Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

has led the Canadian society into having a more and ever increasingly "rights-based" 

culture like the Americans. This "rights-based" culture in Canada might lend support to 
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the creation of legislation for protectmg whistleblowen, as it is the whistleblower's nght 

to be protected fiom retaliati~n.~~' 

United States and Canada's populations are extremely diverse in culture and 

ethnic backgrounds. The govenunents must persistently try to create a united whole of 

distinctive and often disagreeing cultures. This is accentuated by the coutries' vast 

amount of land that contnbutes to the same ethnic background group having different 

characteristics and goals depending upon which part of the country the group is located 

in. For example, the Francophones, the French Canadians of Manitoba, have many 

different traditions, rituals and even dialea versions than the French speaking people that 

live in Quebec. 

Critics argue that "every nation has its own political culture, its own structure of 

beliefs and values that both drive and direct political action. A political culture reflects a 

fusion of ideas and experience that emerge and accumulate over time."208 United States 

and Canada may both be multi-cultural counmes, yet both are vastly different in their 

own national culture. "The unique political culture of a particular country will play a 

large role in determining the structure of its political syaem and the rules under which it 

conducts its politi~s."20g 

Both the Amencan and Canadian govemments are concemed about ethical 

conduct because there is a poor public image of politicians and public office holders in 

207 F. L. Morton and LesLie A. Pal. 'The Impact of the Charter of Rights an Public Administration." 
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general.210 For example, a poil conducted by the Maclean's Magazine in 1993 showed 

that seventy-three percent of the Canadian participants said that theu faïth in politicians 

to serve the public interest had decreased significantly in the last few years.'ll 

Commentators have argued that a few publicized allegations and evident acts of 

wrongdoing by govemment lead the public to make assumptions and stereotypes about 

aU govemment O fficials king COI TU^^.^" There is no evidence that the behaviour of 

govemment has become less ethical in the past years."3 Furthexmore. there is no 

evidence that the behaviour of the govemment is less ethical than the behaviour of private 

citizens or organizations. However. this does not diminish the public pressure that the 

American and Canadian govemments are facing to improve the ethical conduct of their 

govemments and officiais, and whistleblowing can help to maintain and promote ethical 

and legal conduct in the private and public secton. 

Wilson suggests that "the American government is the lealciest in the world. The 

bureaucracy. members of Congress, and the White House staff regularly leak aories 

favorable to their intere~ts.""~ H. L. Lafkamboise argues that the practice of 

whistleblowing by public servants is much more prevalent in the United States than in 

Canada because of different values and behaviour patterns in the two ~ounuies.~'* ûther 

commentators argue that the explanation for this lies in the structure of the American 

210 R Murray Lindsay, Linda M. hdsay  and V. Bruce M e .  "lnstilling Ethical Behavior in 
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govemnent. Separate departments ofien share power and this leads one department to 

compete with another department of the government for power and fiinding. This can 

lead one department to leak stories to the media about another department in order to 

decrease public support for that department. Wilson argues that this is less iikely to occur 

in Canada because the Rime Miniaer has the centralized power. The Rime Minister 

does not need to le& information to gain an 'upper hand' over the legislative assembly. 

Furthemore. the legislative assembly has very little information to be a good source for 

l e a k ~ . ~ l ~  

This section has show that there are some major similarities and differences 

between United States and Canada. These provide the basis for the examination of 

applying the Amencan legislation to the Canadian Context. 

Strengths and Wealaiesses of Applying the American Legisletion to Canadien 

Context 

"At present, there is no federal or provincial legislation in Canada that provides 

the same broad protection for the public seaor whistleblowers as in the United States at 

the federal l e ~ e l . " ~ ' ~  The American legislation provides a mode1 for how Canada could 

adopt legislation that would provide protection for whistleblowers in the public sector. It 

is important to examine some of the strengths and weaknesses of applying this American 

legislation to the Canadian context. 

One strength is that both the United States and Canada are first world Western 

democratic coumies. The belief is that the citizens should be fiee to hold govemments 



accomtable for their actions. and remove the officials fiom office who are not acting in 

the public's best interest. This whistleblowing protection legislation provides protection 

for whistleblowers that inform the public of the wrongdoing that is o c d g  in the 

public sector. It is assumeci that t is in the public's best imaea to terminate any 

wrongdoing in the governrnent. Furthermore, this would include organizations that have 

contraned with the government. and therefore the public bas a v e n d  interest in how 

"their" tax dollars are king spent or abused. 

The second related strength is that the social pressures for legislation in the two 

countries are similar in regards to whi~tleblowin~."~ As mentioned earlier, both 

couhies have been under increasing pressure by the public to ensure their government is 

aaing ethically. "During the past twenty-five years in particular. public concem about 

responsibility in govenunent has been aimulateci in Weaem democratic States. including 

Canada, by events involving illegal or unethical activities by both politicians and 

b~reaucrats."~ lg These widely publicized scandals O fien become the catalyst for reform 

in the government. 

A third strength is that there is a major similarit y between the United States' and 

Canada's common law (leaving aside Quebec's civil law). Both countries' judicial 

systems cite case law fiom other common iaw c o d e s  and fiom each other. The United 

Sta~es' common laws help shape the Canada's judiciary decisions. and vice versa. It 

therefore stands to reason that the Amencan legislation and consequent, common law 
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could easily be applied to the Canadian comext and may fmd ultimate appeal and support 

in the Canadian courts. 

The fourth strength is that the American legislation provides a mode1 for adopting 

similar legislation. There are many advantages of passing statutes over m e n  codes. 

The Arnerican legislation ensures the enforcement of the Iaw. the 'due process' for all 

parties concerned about the aileged wrongdoing, clarifies the potential sanctions. and 

establishes the reference point for parties seeking legal interpretation of their nghts and 

. . 
obligations. '20 Furthmore, b is a useful instrument in admtnistrative control. Many 

critics have acknowledged that the meaning of the oath of secrecy is too vague to provide 

sufficient guidance for public servants when they are m a situation where they are 

witnessing ~ r o n ~ d o i n g . ~ ~ '  The legislation can help to provide legal clarity to the issue of 

whistleblowing . 

Another strength is that the American legal kamework was expressly intended to 

provide a ''positive climate for whis t lebl~win~."~ This intention of the legal framework 

needs to be the same intention for the Canadian govemment when developing legislation 

regarding whistleblowhg protection. The intention of the Canadian govemment should 

also include the promotion and encouragement of ethical conduct. 

The sixth strength of applying the American legislation is that R provides an 

example of the Office of Special Counsel (OSC). It is argued that the Canadian 

govemment needs to establish a similar independent agency when a d o p ~ g  

whistleblowing protection legislation A confidential allegation and appeal rnechanism 
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could be processed through this independent agency that would nipplement the 

legislation on the process for whistleblowing and the protection fkom the retaliation of 

superion. 

The OSC needs to be establisbed for this legislation for a number of reasons. One 

reason is that OSC ensures that the process is effective, fair and just to ail parties. The 

whistleblower may report the wrongdoing to OSC anonymously, identrfying hirnself or 

herself or with the request to withhold their identity nom public. OSC investigates the 

allegations to ensure the validity of the allegatioa This helps to prevent any unnecessary 

damage to the reptation of the accused. Once the investigation is completed, the 

allegation is eitha dropped or charged. In either case, OSC ensures that the 

whistleblower does not receive any retaliation for disclosing the potential wrongdoing. 

One of the questions arising is whether the public has a right to know the whistleblower's 

identit y or does the whistleblower have a right to withhold it. 

The second reason is that the OSC would serve to legàimize the disclosure of 

serious government wrongdoing? Canada would then have the means to mck. monitor 

and evaluate the wrongdoing that is occUTnTlg in the g o v m e n t  hom one year to the 

next and from one paxty to another. This could be invaluable idormation to the 

govemment in the prevention of unethical behaviour, creation of new ethical guidelines 

and the education of employees regarding ethical conduct. 

One weakness in applying this American legislation is that the structure of the 

govemments in the United States and Canada are vastly difZerent. The legislation that 

would be used in a presidential government would have to be adapted for a parliamentary 



government. Other provisions wodd have to be put in place since there is a completely 

different government structure. However, the OLRC did not indicate any problems wiîh 

directly applying the American whistleblowhg protectjng legislation into the Ontario 

government . 

A second related weakness is that the legislative and political environment of the 

two comtries is distinct. As discussed, the American goveniment has a separation of 

powers and the Canadian government has a fusion of powen. There are two dominant 

political parties in United States and thae are five significant political parties in Canada. 

These legislative and political environments wiil directly effect what and for whom the 

whistleblowing protection legislation will be developed; how and when it is introduced 

by a political party; the process for the passing of the legislation; and what the mimbling 

blocks and opposition may be in having the legislation passed. 

The third weakness is that the American population is much more prone, than are 

Canadians. to iitigate. 'The aiminal conviction of officiais does not help the immediate 

victims of govanmental crime; a civil suit for damages is suppose to serve this aim. ,7224 

The A M c a n  people have a culture that encourages people to sue for compensation 

when they feel they have been treated unfairly. Research has found that two-thirds of ai i  

the lawyen in the world live in United States, and that the country takes a ratber litigious 

approach to mat ter^.^' Therefore. it is argue- that this type of American legislation may 

encourage Canadian citizens to k g  forth more lawsuits. As discussed, the Canadian 

society has grown to having a more "rights-based" culture like the Americans with the 
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adoption of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and this may lend support to the 

argument. 

Some commentators have obsexved that as the 'ethics machinery' in the United 

States has been strengthened and extended it has coincided with a continuing increase in 

the reporting of allegations of misconduct and subsequent l a w s u i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  This does not 

conchde that this is necessarily a negative or positive consequence of the American 

legislation. It is my contention that this whktleblowing protection legislation has simply 

permitteci the civil servants to disclose the wrongdoing that was oc&g in the private 

and public sectors. 

Another major weakness is that the American legislation applies on1 y to the civil 

servants. It provides a very limited application to the public sector and does not address 

the private sedor at ail. The OLRC departecl kom the United States approach after their 

analysis of the American legislation by recornrnending that ail Crown employees be 

mcluded in the protection of the legislation. It was argued that these employees could 

obtain evidence of wrongdoing and therefore should be protecred227 One issue that is not 

addressed is whether a public servant will be protected a g a h  retaliation if he or she 

blows the whistle on the wrongdoing of a public official's spouse or family. Therefore, 

this Americaa legislation may not be extensive enough in its application. 

A fifth weakness is that this American legislation "stands in contrast to what, 

more typicaliy, has been the Canadian approach of an iacrementalist response to 

pdCUIar problems as they have arisen by developing policies or d e s ,  n o d y  relathg 
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to public administration instead of law enf~rcement.""~ This will be discussed in the 

next section as t relates to how the legislation will affect the codes of ethics that are in 

the private and public sectors. 

The sixth weakness is that there is limiteci information as to the effectiveness of 

this whistleblowing protection legislation in United States. as there has been little 

research conducted on this. in addition, the courts in the United States have not k e n  

consistent in recognizing when a public servant is justified in blowing the whistle. "The 

type of wrongdoing justifyïng the whistleblower's defence has not been authoritatively 

dehed by the c o ~ r t s . ' ' ~ ~  This American legislation has not provided sufficient guidance 

for the courts on what justifies whistleblowing for the civil servants. This would still be a 

issue if this were applied to Canada, for this legislation generaily provides protection for 

civil servants when there has been an illegal act committed as deked  by the Criminal 

Code. It does not adequrttely d e h e  when there is an unethical, immoral or illegaimate 

act in the work environment. 

'There is much disagreement as to how serious the wrongdoing must be to juste 

the 'disloyalty' of disclosure." 230 The Amencan legislation does not provide clear 

guidance as to when blowing the whistle is justifid. It is stU up to the potential 

whistleblower to confidentially inquire at the OSC as to whether a particular situation 

justifies the blowing of the whistle. There should be a note in the Oath of the Office or 

codes that defines what officiai misconduct and unethicaVillega1 behaviour is so that the 
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public servants are aware when they take their office. R e d y .  there are no provisions 

like this in the Oath of Office. 

The Amencan legislation does not clearly outiine the disciplinary action that may 

be taken against the person(s) that allegedly committed the wrongdoing that was reported 

by the whistleblower. Furthemore. the American legislation does not specq how the 

allegations are to be investigated or the criteria to be used to determine if there is merit to 

a particular allegation. This leads poteatial whistleblowers to making the conclusion that 

'nothing will be done' when they report the alleged wrongdoing. 

Critics argue ''that holding public servants accountable (objectively responsible) 

through an arsenal of formal controls is an important. but inadequate. means of 

promoting responsible behavio~r."~' The Amencan legislation does not put a swng 

emphasis on educating the civil servants and officiais about ethical conduct. The 

establishment of the legislation is somewhat limitecl and ineffective if the civil servants 

are not educated as to the protection they will receive through the legislation and what 

process they should follow when contemplating blowing the whinle. In addition, the 

legislation has time limits on the protection a whideblower can receive fiom retaliation. 

Many whistleblowers are not aware or educated about these legal time b i t s  and 

therefore are not protected Born the backlash. 

Lastly, some critics argue that the United States ne& this whistleblowing 

protection legislation because their governmental controls are O ften non-existent and 

rarely enforced in regards to h u d  in contracts with the private sector. It is argued that 

the Canadian govemment takes a strong role in enforcing the contracts it has with private 
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sector to ensure that there is no h u d  oc&g. and therefore. the country does not need 

to apply nich legislation."' Canada's Auditor Generai disagrees with this statement. and 

recommends that legislation needs to be in place to ensure that the private sector must 

"teil the whole s t o v  on how they are receiving and spending the government's 

r n ~ n e ~ ? ~  Auditor General L. Denis Desautels makes the statement in his 1993 Annual 

Re- that "Overall, the federal bureaucracy, despite ment reforms. continues to 

mismanage itself and billions of doilars and to hides these excesses and mors fiom 

public scrutiny. 9,234 

The clear and written whistleblowing protection legislation can be useful. but it 

will not be niffcient to resolve the ethical dilemmas and situations of all potential 

whistleblowers. It is crucial to establish an independent agency that can provide 

guidance to a potential whistleblower about a parti& situation invo lving an alleged 

wrongful a d .  

The Analysis of the Main Benefits and Costs of Applying the American Legislation 

for the Private & Public Seclors 

What are the main benefit s and CO sts for applying the American legislation for the 

private and public secton in Canada? The question becomes what impact would this 

Amencan legislation have on these sectors? The American legislation includes three 

main entities that have not yet been established in Canada. The three entities are the 

WPA, the OSC and the False Claims Act. Many of the benefits are intertwined with the 
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various costs of this legislation. The benefas and costs are limiteci for the private sector 

smce the American legislation is primarily aimed at the public sector. 

One main benefit to the public sector is the amount of money that the govemment 

can recover fkom h u d  by establishg a False Claims Act. In the Arnerican legislation. 

the government is usualiy paid back three times the amount of money by the organization 

that committed the ftaud, This becornes the standard amount recovered when an 

organization in the pnvate sector is caught commirting h u d  agamst the government. 

Therefore. this could aiso be seen as a coa to the private sector since this legislation 

would require the average organization caught commating h u d  to pay a higher. fïxed 

percentage fine than compared to the present Canadian legislation concemhg hud .  

Organizations that are regularly paying these fines in order to continue to conduct 

business would not be supportive of this legislation since it increases the mount of money 

they would have to pay. 

A related question is whether a person who blew the whiale should receive a 

percentage of the recovery or savings of the eaud money. The organization that 

commined h u d  would have to pay this amont of compensation in addition to the fine 

they would be required to pay the govemment. Obviously, the organizations that do 

commit fkaud wodd again not be supportive of this increase in the amount they would 

have to pay. A monetary reward could induce profiteering and bounty-hunting among 

the organization's employees. It may also undermine the intemal whistleblowing process 

that an organization estabLished in the private sector since the monetary compensation 



may encourage potential whistleblowers to f h t  disclose the allegations of wrongdoing to 

extemai parties.u5 

Another benefit is that the legislation wodd require the establishment of offices 

specificaily charged wiih discoverhg and preventhg crime in an o r g h t i o n  and 

p ro t ehg  officials who seek to report criminal activity there. The public sector would 

need to establish the equivalent of the OSC that would be charged with this task. The 

OSC provides a safe conduit for an exuployee to discuss the alleged whistleblowing in his 

or h a  organization without the fear of retaliation. It is much clearer for potential 

whistleblowers when the criminal code has been broken. The situation is much harder to 

determine if there has been wrongdoing when officials use the5 position in ways that are 

not clearly illegal, but may be unethical andlor immoral.'36 

Consequently, the goverment couid requHe ail organizations in the private sedor 

that t contracts with to also establish a similar office in an attempt to prevent hud. 

Demis Thompson argues that "failure to maintain and protect institutions that he$ 

expose aime would itself be a crime."u7 The absence of whistleblowing protection 

legislation speaks volumes to both the public and private sector employees in the 

acceptance of the continuance of the wrongdoing m the organization. 

The OSC would help to keep the damages of false allegations to a minimum 

This can be invaluable to both the private and public secton. Public opinion and support 

can greatly affm each sector, and if that is lacking, there can be dire consequences for 

both. A hypothetical example would be when there are public allegations in the media by 



a public servant that an organization received a government contract because their Chief 

Executive Officer was "greasing" the palms of the department Minister. This public 

allegation could force the organization to shut down due to the loss of market share it 

enjoyed and the Minister rnay not be re-elected to office. Later. the aliegation rnay be 

proven to be false. Having an interna1 whistleblowing process might have prevented the 

consequences that resulted fiom this public allegation. 

Governments in Canada have a tendency to simply add ethicd codes when there 

has been a major scanda1 or leaking of informationz8 Written codes about public service 

ethics are not panaceas for preventing unethical behaviour. There are a number of 

criticisms of govemments that rely solely on codes of ethics. Fim. the codes are often 

too broad to be applicable to all situations. How does a person determine if the 

wrongdoing justifies disclosing confidential information because it rnay be in the public's 

ben interest? Next. the codes are very dficuh to enforce. and therefore have iittle 

meaning for employees. Lastly, the codes are very subjective in nature. 

B y contrast. some commentators have argued that well-crafted codes can be a 

positive force. Fim, goveniments often establish these codes to regain public trust and 

confidence in the ethical behaviour of the public O ficials. Next, these codes can help to 

reduce the uncatainty that employees face when deciding if there has been unethical or 

ilfegal behaviour. Another bene& is that these codes may be used for administrative 

conml by holding employees accountable to certain conduct. Lastly, these codes cm act 

as a deterrent for people considering committing methical or illegal acts. By nature, 
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these writtm niles can be very helpfid in promotmg ethical and responsible behaviour 

among employees.2q 

Presently, there are no standard codes of ethics for governments across Canada. 

The federal govenunent should create a code of conduct that could ideally become a 

mode1 for the provincial and municipal govemments. Furthenaore, this code should 

stipulate what kinds of behaviours are prohibiteci and indicate the majority of penalties 

associateci with any violations of these behaviours. The Criminal Code establishes a 

universal. national basic code of conduct for public servants that states some actions and 

behaviours that are illegal and illegitimate in all parts of ~anada.2~'  The whistleblowing 

protection legislation should be implemented to support and provide protection to 

employees as they hold their fellow employees accontable to this code. These codes of 

ethics are ineffective if the govemment cannot hold the public servants accountable to 

them. Since the public savice unions have been urging the government to protect their 

memben fiom retaliation for whistleblowing, I is therefore presumed that the unions 

would be in favor of the whistleblowing protection iegislation. 

"When clear ethical standards are in place, evidence suggests the majority of 

elected officiais in Canada do behave ethi~all~."~" There are two major problerns with 

the standards for ethical behaviour. One is that the codes are eaher non-existent or not 

clear. The other is that there is a lack of an mternal mechanism for smtiny of methical 

condua in the g~vemment.~" The public sector may have mixed opinions as to whether 
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this interna1 mechanism is an asset or a liability. It depends a great deal on whether the 

present political goveming party is acting ethically. 

Michael Starr and Mitchell Sharp argue that it is "the responsibility of public 

service management to ensure that procedures are in place to handle conflict of interest 

questions and that the methods by which officiais may seek advice and have decisions 

reached in resolving conflicîs are well known and underst~od"~" Ideally, the public 

sector should support the whistleblowllig protection legislation since it would help to 

fulfill this responsibility. Although the whistleblowing legislation will provide guidance. 

à is stiU ukimately a person's responsibility to ensure he or she is acting ethically in a 

work environment. 

One of the larges benefits for the public sector of applying the American 

legislation to the Canadian context is the potential increase of public support for the 

goveming political Party. This legislation may help to alleviate the public pressure to 

create legislation that will protea the public servants that, acting in the public ' s interest. 

blow the whistle on wrongdoing. However, it is also possible that the public may view 

the political party as king a very comipt govemment once reports are released fkom 

OSC in the absence of comparative reports ftom prior political parties. This legislation 

may lead to both positive and negative feedback fiom the public. 

"Whüe business people support the use of whistleblowing mechanisms in 

govemment organizations, for the purpose of reducing hud ,  conflicts of interest, waste 

and other abuses of the public trust, they are less enthusiastic about having such 



mechanisms in their own ~r~anizations."~~' Some of the organizations are wary of the 

potenual monetary fines they may have to pay under this legislation Howeva, it is the 

role of the government to ensure tbat the organizations m the private sector are acting 

ethicaily and legally. 

This legislation may encourage the private sector to establish more interna1 

whistleblowing mechanisru for promoting ethical conduct in the& organizations. A 

number of large Canadian organizations have appointed ombudspersons and have 

undertaken to make their whistleblowing processes less risk-laden for both the 

coqlainant and the aileged wrongdoer?" The organizations should provide employees 

with a process to report their concems about wrongdoing without jeopardizing their 

career and general ~ e l l - b e i n ~ . ~ ~ '  

As a result of this United States legislatios many American organizations in the 

private and public sectors have est ab lished hotlines for potentkl whist leblowen. Some 

critics argue that too many petty complaints would be received on a hotline to make it 

viable.248 However. there has k e n  no research evidence presented to substantiate this 

c ~ i t i c i s r n ~ ~ ~  Hotlines should be explained to staff as a mechanism that assists employees 

in maintainhg the high standards of conduct that are expected of both employees and the 

orgmhation as a whole. These hotlines for organizations cm be administered either 

intemaily or through an external agency. People cm receive direct information about 
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whist1eblowing and tak to the support person about their sensitive and confidentid 

information'5o 

Summsry 

There is growing, yet still modest, support m Canada for whistleblowing 

protection legislation which is similar to that in place in the United suites." l There are 

some basic simiiarities and differences between Canada and the United States. 

Consequently, these make it impossible to simply introduce the identical A d c m  

legislation regardmg whinleblowing protection mto the Canadian context. There needs 

to be modifications made to the American legislation to account for the differences. and 

uniqueness of Canada. 

The American legislation does provide a mode1 for Canada in regards to 

developing whistleblowing protection legislation. There are many things that can be 

learned fkom the success and failures of the Arnerican legislation The next. and 

concluding, chapter will look at incorporating these h o  the proposed whistleblowing 

protection legislation in Canada. 
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CHAPTER SIX - Conclusion 

Introduction 

Serious ethicai de ficiencies exist in Canadian politics because the infî-astructures 

to support honest politics are partially bu*, neglected or non-exi~tent.'~~ AU of the 

present related whistleblowing protection legislation m Canada has been passed as 

amendments to various Acts. The legislation is sparse, scattered and covers a broad 

range of unethical, illegal and illegitimate behaviour. It does not provide a clear outline 

for the proper process for blowing the whistle. Furthemore, there is little legal 

protection for tho se whist leblo w ers that disclo se wrongdoing . 

"In the eyes of many critics. modem democracy has deep flaws that lead to 

improper conduct. What is required is a democracy inspireci and dominateci by the noms 

of impartiality and fairne~s."~'~ The proposed whistleblowing protection legislation for 

the private and public sectors in Canada promotes, encourages and supports ethical 

conduct. The proposed modifiai form of the whistleblowing protection legislation is 

based upon the American mode1 of the whistleblowing legislation. My recommendations 

also take into consideration the whialeblowkg protection legislation recently passed by 

the Ontario government, which was based on American legislation. 

The first section of this chapter will outline the proposed whistleblowing 

protection legislation for the public seaor. Next, this chapter will discuss the formation 

of the Office of Govemment Ethics. A third section will explore the development of a 

False Claims Act. The fourth section will look at the proposed legislation for p ro tehg  

- - 
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the whistleblowers in the private sector. A fifth section will analyze this proposed 

whistleblowing protection legislation and explore the issues surrounding the legislation. 

The last section will evaluate whether thir proposed whistleblowing protection legislation 

should be imroduced into the public and private sectors. 

The Proposed Whistleblowing Protection Legisiation for the Ribiic Sector 

As has been argued earlier, Canada's federal government ne& to adopt 

whistleblowing protection legislation that wodd be applied to aii public servants. 

including all Crown Corporation emplo yees in the federal government. There needs to be 

a comprehensive Act that will protect whistleblowers, thereby promothg and 

encouraging ethical conduct in the government. This section will describe the proposed 

whistleblowing protection legislation, known as the Canadian Whistleblowhg Protection 

Act (CWPA) for the public sector. 

The primary objectives of the proposeci C WPA would be to protect the 

whistleblowers eom retaliation; to outline the process for blowing the whistle; and to 

ensure that the wrongdoing disclosed was responded to appro priately . Whist leblo wers 

will be encouragecl by the CWPA to disclose iilegality: improper conduct, waste and 

mismanagement of public funds, abuse of position, neglect of duty, improper use of 

fun&, environmental damage, risks to public health and safety. and acts of omission. 

These parameters would need to be interpreted by the Federal Corn of Canada. The Act 

out lines the process for whistleblowers to disclose wrongdoing, and the governent 

authority that will receive and investigate the allegations of wrongdoing. 'Ibis specificity 

of the process of exposing wrongdomg helps to provide legal protection for 



whistleblowers and this will be discussed in geater detail in the next section of the 

chapter. 

1 am proposing, based upon the WPA. that the CWPA would state: 

The purpose of this Act is to strengthen and improve protection for the 
rights of public servants. to prevent reprisais, and to help eliminute 
wongdoing within the govemment b y  
I .  mandating that public sewants should not sufer adverse consepences 

as a result of prohibited personnel practices; and 
2. establishing: 

a) that the p h q v  role of the m c e  of Govemment Ethics is to protect 
employees, especia 11' whistleblo wers, from prohibited personnel 
practices; 

b) that the m c e  of Govemment Ethics shall act in the interests of the 
public and the public semntr wfio seek assistance from the C@ce of 
Govemment Ethics; and 

c) that while disciplining those who commit prohibited personnel 
practices may be used us a means b-v which to help accomplish that 
goal, the protection of individuals who are the subject of the 
prohibited personnel practices remains the paramount 
consideration. 

Disclosing confidentid information is one example of a prohibited personnel 

practice. The legislation will ensure that the govemment c m o t  terminate the 

whialeblower for expo sing the government ' s unethicaL iiiegal and illegitimat e activities 

through the disclosure of confidentid information. CWPA will provide legal protection 

when a public savant believes that it is his or her duty as a public servant to report the 

wrongdoing using the approach as outlined in IPAC's Statement of Principles as a mode1 

(see chapter NO). 

The legislation should state that a lawsuit may be brought against the govemment 

if a government entity takes any deemed negative or retaliatory action against an 

emplo yee that made a protected disclosure of wrongdouig under the CWPA. An 

appropriate time limit for bringing forth the complaint of retaliation by a whistleblower 



should be one yen. The whistleblower needs adequate t h e  to obtain legal guidance in 

regards to his or her rights, and seek the guidance of the OGE. As wek this takes into 

consideration the enormous emotional stress that the whistleblower is under in the 

situation, 

It should be the responsibilay of the employer to prove that any actions taken 

against the whist le blo wer wae legitimat e and defensible on independent grounds. The 

employer will have to provide convincing evidence that the organization would have 

taken the same course of action against the person in the absence of whistleblowing. This 

will help to override the case law that requires whistleblowas to prove that their 

whistleblowing was the 'simcant7 motivator in his or her employer taking reprisal 

action, 

This author is proposhg that the federal government's Code of Ethical Conduct 

be redrafted to incorporate other additional principles of ethical and unethical conduct. 

The Code of Ethical Conduct wouki be applicable and binding to all public office 

holders, and therefore, should be introduced and enacted as an Act. Furthemore, the 

code should be incorporated as a term or condition to al l  employment contracts with the 

Govemment of Canada. 'Public office holders' refers to ministers; parliamentary 

semetaries; Govemor-in Council appointees; public servants; oficers, directon or 

employees of federal boards, commissions, mïunals, Crown corporations and other 

agencies; officers and employees of the Parliament of Canada; and memben of the 

Canadian Armed Forces and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. In addition, each 

department, agency or crown corporation would develop more specific ethical guidelines 

that are relevant to their pdcular organization These additional guidelines should be 



consistent with the Code of Ethical Conduct- This Code of Ethical Conduct would 

ideally be a mode1 for provincial and municipal govments .  

A special amendment should be added to the Oath of Office. Elected politicians 

should be aware of the ethical conduct that is expected and required of them when they 

agree to take their position. This is another way to mcrease the awareness of public 

official's knowledge of what constitutes ethical and unethical behaviour. 

There are a far larger number of public servants in govemment than politicians. 

Public servants exercise enormous power in the development, implementation. evaluation 

and administration of programs and seMces in the govenunent. Politicians' ethical 

conduct is usually scrutinized and held accountable by the public at elections, whereas 

the public servants' ethical behaviour is usually handled as an interna1 human resource 

 natter.'^^ 

It is imperative that the Officia1 Secrets Act be amended to ensure that the 

govemment may not use an allegation of wrongdomg to bring forth charges against 

people that expose wningdoing by disclosing confidential information. The Supreme 

Court of Canada has recognized that a public servant does not violate his or her 'Oath of 

Secrecy' when he or she releases confidential information surrounding a situation of 

wrongdoing. Therefore. the Official Secrets Act needs to be amended to recognize this 

ruhg by the Courts since the literal interpretation of this Act stiU implies that any 

disclonire of information by public servants is prohibited, regardless of the 

circumstances. Non-disclosure agreements create work environments that leave the 
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public servants helpless to expose the government's unethicai or illegal violations, h u d  

andlor illegithte activities. 

Onice of Govemment Etbics 

There is presently no standard procedure, mechanism or government authority for 

handling whistleblowing within the public sector comext. The CWPA specifies the 

process for whistleblowers to disclose wrongdoing and the govemment authority that wiil 

receive and investigate the allegations of wrongdoing. This second section will describe 

the proposed changes that will need to be irnplemented fkom the CWPA to ensure the 

allegations made by the whistleblowa will be handled appropriately. 

It is recommended that the Ethics Counsellors office be disbanded and that the 

Office of Govemment Ethics (OGE) be established. The OGE will need to have a clearer 

mandate, broader powers and more independence fkom the 'arm of the government' than 

is currently tme of the Ethics Counseiior. The name change is king proposed to smd a 

clear and direct message to both the citizens and the public servants tha? the government 

is concemed with unethical, illegal and illegitimate conduct. OGE will be an agency that 

is independent f?om the govemment and will report to a designated Commons cornmittee. 

The OGE wouid be pnmarily responsible for the investigation, advisory, 

enforcement and educational functions in regards to methical, irnrnorai, illegal and 

illegitimate behaviour for ail public servants. It is important to c k i f j ~  that while the 

OGE will only investigate the aliegation, the Federal Court of Canada will deliberate on 

the allegations. The Fedeml Court of Canada would be the appropriate court since 9 

hem cases involving claims against the Crown; daims by the Crown; daims mvoiving 

the Crown; claims againa or conceming officers or servants of the Crown; and 



injunctions. judicial reviews and dechtory relief against federal boards. commissions 

and other mbunal~.'~~ The ûGE wil l  act as an enforcer by ensuring that govemment 

agencies or departments follow the proper process for hling reports about the alleged 

wrongdoing. 

This Office will encourage consistency in the treatment of aU whistleblowers 

across ai i  ministries and agencies within the public sector. The OGE would protect 

public servants nom retaliatory action if they disclosed idormation that revealed a 

violation of the law or regulatioa misrnanagement, waste of funds, abuse of authority. 

danger to health or safety, and other similar wrongdoing. Another responsibilit y of OGE 

wouM be to review policies around ethical issues and make the decisions as to when to 

aiiow exceptions to the rules where it is deemed appropriate. Furthamore, OGE should 

participate in the development of the supplemental ethicai conduct guidelines for each 

department, agency and Crown Corporation to ensure they are consistent with the 

C WPA. 

The head of the OGE should be the Special Ethics CounseUor. It is recommended 

that the incumbent of this position be a senior high court judge or lawyer with a weP 

hown reputation for his or her integrity, ethics and fairness. The legal issues 

surrounding an allegation of wrongdoing demand highly technical legal expertise m order 

to ensure that the Special Ethics Counsellor is properly advising and a d v o c a ~ g  for the 

whistleblowa in a situation This chosen person must be above reproach fkom the 

goverment, public servants, opposition parties, the media and the generd public. The 
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Speciai Ethics Colmsellor should be appomted by Order-m-council for a five year 

renewable term with the support of al l  parties in the Parliament. 

There would be Ethics Counsellors reporting to the SpeciaI Ethics Counsellor that 

would aid in the carryiag out of the duties of the OGE. It is recommended that these 

Ethics Counsellors be a mixture of experts fkom law (lawyers) and non-law fields (such 

as the social sciences). This will help to ensure that there is balance in the OGE of legal 

expertise and expertise in understanding what is in the public's interest regarding 

whist leblowhg and wrongdoing . 

The process for blowhg the whistle would be as follows. A public servant would 

become aware of a situation that involves a u  potential or perceiveci iUegal. unethical 

&or illegitimate activities. The person could decide to call the Ethics Hothe to 

consult with an Ethics Counsellor as to whether this particular situation constmites 

unethical, illegal or illeaimate behaviour. A public servant could also elect to make an 

identified or anonymous inqujr to the OGE in the strictest confidence. As well. the 

whistleblower can request to have his or her name kept confidential. The Ethics 

Counsellor could provide guidance and support to the public servant in regards to the 

proper procedure, legal rights, protection fkom retaliation, disclo sure of confident ial 

information, etc. that is established for the individual when there is evidence of 

wrongdoing. This helps the potential whistleblower rnake an informeci decision as to 

whether they will disclose the wrongdoing. The Ethics Counsellor may also advise the 

whistleblower that they believe their aIlegation is groundless andor that t may be more 

appropnate for the person to bring forth the allegations to the attention of another Party, 

such as the police or ombudsman. 



The OGE is modeled after the Human Rights Commission. OGE would initially 

ensure that the degation of wrongdoing represented: a violation of a statute, regdation 

or nile; or mismanagement, waste of fiinds, or abuse of authority; or a danger to the 

heaith or safety of employees &or the public; or other wrongdoing of a similar nature 

(Le. methical), and which should be disclosed in the public interest. This would 

hopefùlly help to screen and eliminate some of the false daims. Consequently, OGE 

would request a report fkom the department, agency or Crown corporation where the 

aiieged wrongdoing occmed. This report would be due in thirty days. OGE would then 

give the documentation to the Federal Court of Canada to determine if there was evidence 

of wrongdoing. Ifthere was, OGE would place both the agency report and emplo yee's 

information and evidence in a public file unless making the information public would 

prejudice any police or other investigation The department, agency or Crown 

Corporation may argue that the information is confidentid and should not be disclosed to 

the public. OGE wodd then apply to the Federal Court of Canada for an order to release 

the information. It wouid be the court's duty to weigh the public interest in the disclosure 

against the asserted need for confidentialÎty.2M 

Once the report has been reviewed, the Ethics Counsellor would decide if the 

evidence merits a firrther investigation into the wrongdoing. The Ethics Counseiiors 

would consult with the Special Ethics Counsellor to detemine if such an investigation 

should be glltiated. It must be the Special Ethics Counsellor's decision to investigate or 

not, without consultation with the Rime Minister or any other member of Cabinet. This 

will help to ensure that the Rime Minister or the Cabinet does not squelch any 



investigations for their personal and political gain. 

wmant police investigation, the presmt procedure 

If a matter were so serious as to 

for involving the police would be 

folIowed. The Ethics Counsellors would act as advocates for the whistleblower. OGE 

would also be responsible for ensuring that an agency responds appropriately to the 

ailegations of wrongdoing and makes any necessary changes to rectm the situation. 

Under this proposed legislation, an individual that is retaliated against for 

disclosing the wrongdomg may file a grievance with the hiblic Service Gnevance Board. 

The person has the right to appeal the case to the Fedeml Court next. and then evennially, 

in rare cases to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

The above outlined process for whistleblowing does not provide the 

whistleblower with the option of deciding to fia bypass the interna1 OGE process and 

expose the wrongdoing to extemai parties. This CWPA specifies that a public servant 

must first access the intemal OGE process by making an degation. Whistleblowers may 

either identify themselves or requea that their identity remains anonymous. Only afier 

the initial allegation has been lodged with the OGE, would the whistleblower have the 

immediate choice to expose the wrongdoing to external parties. such as the media, MPs, 

opposition parties, police, ombudsman, etc. This would help to ensure that the 

whistleblower is acting in 'good f a . '  There is ako no thne constraint on reporting the 

wrongdoing to the OGE. 

Michel S t a r  and Mitchell Sharp argue that "what is striking about the d e  of 

ethics commissions or similar bodies is their abiiity to play a continuing and dynamic role 

in educating public servants, and indeed the general public, as to the nature of the niles 



governing ethical ~onduct."~~' OGE wouid be responsîble for the development of the 

educationai program regarding whistleblowing, ethical and unethical behaviour m the 

government. The educational program could include workshops, seminm. pamphlets. 

brochures. video tapes and an annual conference for the personnel officers in each 

department that is responsible for manas regarding ethical and unethical conduct. There 

is no point m developing this whistleblowing protection legislation if no public servant 

has ever heard of it, 

Educational workshops would be mandatory for all public servants. regardless of 

theu hierarchy leveL These workshops would be designed by the OGE to outline the 

ethical conduct that is expected of public servants and describe the process for blowing 

the whistle on the wrongdoing. It is imperative that the reasoning behind the 

whistleblowing protection legislation be explained and discussed with the public 

servants. This and the entire education component wiU hopefblly reduce the potential 

morale problems that may be created by employees feehg they must be constantly 

"looking over their shoulder." All public servants need to understand and be educated as 

to what cornitutes unethical conduct in the public seaor. Furthemore, the workshops 

could exhaustively explain the cornplicated legal issues surrounding the disclosure of 

confidentid information surroundhg wrongdoing m the government. The prospect of 

disciphry action and potential dismissal for employees that commit wrongdoing may 

a a  as a deterrent for some people contemplating unethicai, illegal and illegitimate 

behaviour. 



False Ciaims Act 

The federal govemxnent contracts wah organizations in the private sector for 

billions of dollars each year. Each year the government is also cheated out of millions of 

dollars by these organizations. The False Claims Act would be created to stop this fiom 

happening. This False Claims Act would provide a monetary incentive to whistleblowers 

to help the govemment Save or recover money ffom organizations that have commdted 

h u d  or false claims. 

It is this author's recommendation that the Canadisn govemment adopt a False 

Claims Act. The False C h  Act would provide a monetary incentive system for 

whistleblowers and, whereby. the government also acknowledges and rewards the ethical 

behaviour of disclosing the wrongdoing . 

The False Claims Act would state that any person with the knowledge of false 

claims or kaud against the government may bring forth a lawsuit against the organkation 

in his or her own name and in the name of Canada. There is a time limitation of one year 

to bring forth the lawsuit. The whistleblower fkst files the lawsut with the Trial Division 

of the Federal Court of Canada. where it is reviewed to see if a valid case e x i s t ~ . ~ ~ *  There 

will be no lawsuit if the mformation is publicly disclosed or if the government has 

aiready sued the defendant for the h u d  or false claim. This Act would not include tax 

fraud. The Canadian govemment has sixty days to evaluate a c l a h  to decide if they 

want to accept the case. If the governent does accept the case, the Iawsuit is then under 

both the name of the whistleblower and the govemment of Canada. If the govemment 
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declines the case. the whistleblower st i l l  has the option of bringing forth the lawsut 

under his or h a  name alone. 

The whistleblower does need to have personal knowledge and evidence of the 

h u d ,  and c a ~ o t  have learned about it fkom a third party, such as a fiend, relative. etc. 

This is different fkom the United States' False Claims Act. This wiil help to eliminate 

some of the lawsuits brought forward by people that are needless and are based upon 

heanay instead of personal knowledge and evidence. Hopefully, this will reduce the 

opportunity for people to bring lawniits against organizations for their own personal 

agendas. 

A lawsuit may also be brought foward under the False Claims Act when the 

kaudulent party is not directly committing h u d  or a false claim against the govemment. 

This would apply when an organization is cheating another orgaaization that is under 

contract with the government. AU that is necessary to mbstantiate a lawniit is that some 

of the money wrongfdly obtained is paid or reimbursed by the govemment. This 

transitive part of the Act would be enforced in the private sector. For example. the 

govemment contracts with a concrete firm to pave a stretch of highway, and the 

subconaactor that does the work cheats the concrete firm. The lawsuit may be brought 

against the subcontractor under the False Claims Act. 

There are benefas to both the whistleblower and the Canadian government if the 

lawsuit is won. If the case is won, the organization must pay the goverpment three times 

the amount it gained in h u d .  There is no present standard percentage fine that an 

organization must pay in Canada when they have committed h u d  or made a false claim. 

It is my recommendation that Canada adopts the same standard fine percentage as the 



United States since many American companies are conducting business m Canada under 

the Free Trade Agreement. There would be consistent fines for organizations commating 

h u d  against the govemment in either country, recognizmg that there is still a disparity 

between the Cananian and American dollar. 

The whistleblower wiU receive a standard rate of twenty percent of the 

organization's fine paid to the goveniment if the lawniit was in the name of the 

individual and the Canadian govemment. If the lawsuit was in the name of the 

whistleblower alone. the individual will receive a standard rate of thiriy percent of the 

organization's fine and his or her legal fees will be paid by the organization. The 

government is s t i l l  in a wk-win position if the lawsuit is brought in the person's name 

alone since the organization will stiil have to pay the fine. 

It is my recornmendation that the Canadian government propose standard fees and 

rewards mder the False Claims Act. The present Amexican legislation has a standard 

fine percentage. but aliows the court to determine the exact reward for the whistleblower 

between a minimum and maximum percentage. 1 believe that there should be a standard 

percentage for the fine the govemment receives and the reward that the whistleblower 

receives. The same logic that holds true for s d g  a standard percentage fine should 

hoId m e  for the standard percentage reward. Furthemore, I contend that the standard 

reward percentages provide reasonable compensation to iadividuals that blow the whistle. 

The standard reward wouid compensate the person for the tremendous stress and strah 

on his or her personal life, family, career, work environment, etc. 1 reco&e that some 

people wiU be motivated to blow the whistle simply to coliect the reward. However, 1 do 



not believe this mattas since the importance here is the termination of the hud, not what 

is the underlying motives of the whistleblower. 

A hypothetical example of this False Claims Act would be a company that 

received one million dollars by commating h u d  against the govemment. The 

whistleblower takes the organization to court under his or her name alone and wins the 

case. The govemment would receive two million one bundred thousand dollars and the 

whistleblower would receive nine hundred thousand dollars. If the govanment joined 

the whistleblower in the lawsuit, the government would have received two million four 

hundred thousand d o b s  and the whistleblower would have received six hundred 

thousand dollars. 

It is important to note that the whistleblower would receive protection in his or 

her job fiom retaliation under the CWPA if the case were not won. The Court wouid 

interpret the actions of the whistleblower bringing forth the allegations to ensure they 

were done so in 'good faith' and not out of malicious. personal or assaultive motives. If 

the allegations were brought forth in 'good faith', the whistleblower wouid receive fidl 

legal protection under CWPA. 

Whistleblowing Protection L,egisletion for the Private Sector 

The fourth section of this chapter will examine whistleblowing protection 

legislation for the private sector. This papa wiU look only at generai legislation for the 

private sector due to the space limitations. It is assumai that more comprehensive 



legislation would have to be developed to address the complex and changing ethical 

needs and concerns that particular industries may have within the private s e ~ t o r ? ~  

There have been ethics counseliors in some large organizations in the private 

sector for a long Ume and this has helped set a precedent for the public sector. Many of 

the ethics counsellors were mitndated to act in an advisory role to employees about 

ethicai issues and dilemmas in a confidentid mRnner. This system allowed the employee 

to blow the whistle through an intemal mechanisru within the organization. Many 

organizations in the private sector have experienced the beneMs of encouraging and 

supporthg ethical conduct in their organizatioa 

It is my recornmendation that the govenunent pass legislation that wouid ensure 

ali organizations with which they contraa wiIi have a whistleblowing policy and 

establish an ethics counselior within thek organization. To address the limited resources 

of small companies, the firms could simply have this role of the ethics counsellor be 

combinai with a present employee's role(s). The establishment of the ethics counsellors 

wiU encourage employees within the pnvate sector to hold their organization accountable 

to ethical condua. Furthemore. the ethics counsellors can inform the employees of the 

whistleblowing procedure and how the organization will protect the whistleblowers fiom 

retaliation These ethics counseLlors would be responsible for ensuring that a i l  employees 

are aware and informecl of the whistleblowing protection procedure and legislation. The 

contracted organizations' ethics counseliors could easily consult with the ethics 

counseiion fiom OGE over a particuiar sh t ion .  This system would help establish 
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continuity between the whinleblowing protection legislation in the private and public 

sectors. yet still recognize that there are major differences between the two. 

Another recommendation would be that the goverment establishes a 

whistleblowing hotline for the emplo yees of contracted organizations. There are a 

number of reasons why this would not be applied to ail private sector organizations. 

Some of these are that it is impossible to 'police' all the various organkations in different 

indumies; there are potential legal and political problems by extending this to ail; and 

there is simply a practical fuiancial need to iimit this to contracted organizations. The 

hotline would be a confdential safe conduit for a private sector employee to receive 

advice when he or she is m e  whether his or her organization's ethics counsellor is 

acting impartialiy. There will be situations when an ethics counsellor may try to squelch 

an ailegation due to the faa that the organization is niü paying his or her salary. One 

such scenario is when an ethics counsellor hears of an allegation of h u d  that the 

organization has been committing in a contract wdh the govemment, and he or she 

believes that the exposure of this wilI lead the organization into banknptcy. The ethics 

coumeilor may be worried about losing his or her position and king  unemplo yed by the 

ailegation. 

It is imperative that legislation be established to protea the hdividuals, working 

in a private sector organization, that blow the whistle to the govemment about the illegal, 

unethicai or illegitimate activities that their organization is engaghg in This disclosure 

of corruption or illegality by the private sector is in the government's, and alkit  in the 

public's, best interest. As mentioned, this may lead to the govemment recovering or 

saving money. 



There should be provisions that provide protection for the whistleblower fiom the 

organization in the private sector suing the mdividual for potentially breaking the& 

contract by discloshg confidenthl information. Whialeblowers need to be protected by 

the law fiom charges and lawsuits when there is evidence of wrongdoing, and I is clearly 

in the public's best interest. As discussed in Chapter two, the courts have been very 

iimited in acknowledging the whistleblower's defense.' 

As mention& employees of an organization in the private sector are able to bring 

forth a lawsuit under the False Claims Act. This woukl provide the monetary incentive to 

disclose the wrongdoing that is oc&g in their organization. 1 do not believe the 

monetary incentive system should be différent in the private versus public sector. 

Therefore. it is recommended that the government look at establishing standard fines in 

the private sector for cases in which organkatiom are committing fkaud or false claims 

against another organization. 

It is this author's opinion that this proposed legislation would be the first step in 

the development of whistleblowing protection legislation in the pnvate sector. There 

wodd need to be more research conducted to propose legislation that would adequately 

address the needs of whistleblowm in the private sector in situations that do not involve 

govemment contraas. However, it is my belief that the proposai legislation would be a 

catalyst to the govemment exploring this issue. To date, there has been little effort by the 

Canadian federai govemment towards addressing the issue of whistleblowing through 

legislation in the private sector. 



Relevant Issues Surrounding the h p o s e d  Whistleblowing Protection Legislation 

There are various other issues that are relevant to the proposed whistleblowing 

protection legislation for the public and private sectors. This section of the chapter will 

explore these in an attempt to betta derstand the issues, dynamics and politics 

surroundmg this proposed legislation. 

'The trial of a public official can dtamatically focus public attention on crimes of 

government. It cari. upon occasion, stimulate broader r e f o m  that may help ctizens hold 

officials more accountable in the fiitwe."260 I share the opinion that a major scanda1 of a 

highly-ranked public official(s) would likely have to occur for the governing political 

party to feel the pressure by the public to adopt the proposed whistleblowing protection 

legislation. As discusseâ, the majorit y of the reforms regarding whist leblowing 

Legislation in America have been spurred on by the widely publicized scandals of highly- 

ranked public officials. Public support and encouragement of whistleblowing protection 

legislation has been heightened and linked to major media-laden political scandals. 

Therefore, we m u t  assume that this pressure will also be needed to have the proposed 

legislation passed and implemented in the public sector. 

If Canada adopted the p p o s e d  legislation. the OGE would be able to track, 

monitor and evaluate the wrongdoing that is ocamhg within the public sector. This 

could lead to great insight as to where the government needs to develop firrther 

legislation, haease education, etc. The Canadian government would have the stetistical 

data to compare the ethical conduct of our government to that of other fint world 

dernomtic countries (such as the UK, Austraiia or Germany). 



The proposeci remmendation will need to be approved as a statute by the 

Parliament. We can assume there will be much discussion and debate in regards to the 

pending whistleblowing legislation in the private and public secton. This alone may 

raise the awareness and education of ethical conduct in both sectors- 1 believe that the 

opposition parties will be very supportive of a bill that is imroduced regarding 

whialeblowing protection legislation. 

Opposition parties may see this legislation as a way to encourage the present 

public servants to blow the whistle on wrongdoing that has or is occurring in the 

government. The disclosure of wrongdoing by the present political party WU be seen as 

a way to gain public support for the opposition parties. The opposition parties can then 

make campaign promises of higher ethical conduct than the documenteci goveming 

party's ethical performance. Interestingly, the goveming political party may be seen as 

one of the most comipt govemments in Canada's history due to the absence of 

comparative information and documentation of past governments ' unethical performance. 

Thus, the fust goveming party to pass such legislation is likely in a very difficuh public 

relations position. 

It is the opinion of this author that an extensive process involving parties fkom the 

private sector needs to be part of the development of the related whistleblowing 

protection legislation for the private sector. The private sector will be more receptive to 

legislation that they have an oppommity to participate in to ensure the legislation 

addresses their particular concems regarding unethicai, illegal and iuegitimate behaviour. 

There wiU stiU be swng resistance by organizations in the private sector that rely on 

unethical, illegal and/or iuegitimate activities to conduct business. 



Another important issue nrrrounding the success of the whialeblowing legislation 

for the public and private sectors is the cornmitment of the senior managers. As Demis 

Thompson d e s ,  "employee cynicism about ethical behaviour flows most directly fiom 

the perception that senior managers are paying only lip service to 'good' conduct. when 

what bey  realiy want is 'successfùl' conduct, and eihics be danmed."261 Senior 

managers need to demonstrate to th& employees that their organization is cornmittecl to 

ethical condua. An employee will feel more apt to follow the whistleblowhg procedure 

if it is incorporateci as part of the organization's policy and reviewed with all employees. 

If the organization is purposely engaging in unethical illegal and illegitimate behaviour 

in order to conduct 'business'. they will continue to be non-supportive and hostile 

towards those emplo yees in the organization that are demonstratmg ethics. However. the 

whistleblowing protection legislation was created for this purpose, to provide protection 

for people th hold their organizations accountable to ethical conduct. 

Should Canada Apply this Pmposed Whistleblowing Protection Legishiion to the 

Public and Private Sectors? 

The preceding sections have outlined the proposed legislation and the relevant 

issues moundmg the passing of thir legislation. Thus, the question is whether Canada 

should adopt the proposed whistleblowing protection legislation for both the public and 

private sectors. This last section wiu carefkiiy analyze this question. 

T h e  challenge in our society in the late twentieth century is to create conditions 

whae ail who wish c m  become actively ïnvolved, can understand and participate, can 

influence, persuade, campaign and whistleblow, and in the making of decisions can work 



together for the mutual gooà"2" The proposed legislation helps to create a 'positive 

climate for whistleblowing' within the public and private sectors. 

Many commentators cornend that during the past decade in Canada, the number 

of whistleblowing incidents invo lving govemment -10 yees has increased 

~ i ~ n i f i c a n t l ~ . ' ~ ~  Other commentaton contend that governments are construcMg these 

new regimes for regulating the conduct of public officials in response to the public's 

assertions about their deching integrity. However, it is impossible to deteilnine if the 

govemmem is more compt today in the 90s versus the 80s. 70s. etc. Furthermore. ethics 

and values that society ho lds also change over 

There is recent evidence of voters handing ovennrhelming defeats to goveniments 

with the reputation for dishonesty. "The interest m ethics is IEiked with what 

govenunents do ami. hcreasingly in the modern era. what they fail to do? Pohicians 

are m e r a b l e  to the public through and at eleaions. Our democratic parliamentary 

government has been established to ensure that the goveming political leaders and party 

continues to act in the public's ben interest, and t is often assumed that ethical behaviour 

and conduct is in the public's ben interest. It is contended here that the public would 

generally be supportive of the proposed legislation since it holds the govemment and 

organizations more accountable. Furthermore, it encourages employees to disclose 

wrongdoing and that is in the public's best interest. 

- - 
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The Legislahue as an inahdon and the legislators as individuals occupy 

essentiai positions of democracy and carry the burden of a solemn public trust. Daniel 

Callahan and Bruce Jennings contend that 'in the climate of scanda1 and growing public 

cynicism, legislaton surely need to devote more visible and effective attention to 

legislative et hic^."^" A visible and effective way is to adopt the proposed 

whistleblowing protection legislation. 

Another concem that has been raised is the focus on the Big Brother connotations 

by havuig this "one stop" ethics office for ail public servants. Some d i c s  argue that 

there should not be a separate government-wide agency like OGE for the enforcement of 

the protection of whistleblowers in the public sector. 267 However. it is the position of 

this author that the OGE simply ensures that there is continuày and consistency 

throughout the public sector in regards to whistleblowhg. Most govemments have 

adopted ethical rules that have traditionall y been scattered throughout various statut es. 

regdations and guidelines rather than king contained in a single document or Act. For 

example, the Treasury Board has a general ethical code and this has k e n  fùrther 

nipplemented by various departmental codes. The general and the vaa majority of the 

supplemental codes do not address the process of whistleblowing and the protection that 

will be given for whistleblowers. The supplemental codes that do address 

whinleblowing outline various procedures for blowing the whistle and provide different 

protection for whistleblowers. It is imperative that the CWPA be adopted to provide 

consistent, general guidelines and procedures that would be foliowed in all areas of the 
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govemment. This will lead to less confusion and ambiguity for the public servants when 

faced by a situation where they are contemplating blowhg the whistle. Furthermore. this 

will help to ensure that all parties involved in the ailegation of the wrongdoing are treated 

fairiy and justly. 

The Task Force on the Conflict of Interest's report M e r  suppons this argument 

by concluduig that there is "a clear need to develop the existing guidelines into a 

structure of principles and procedures which can be more readily understood by public 

office holders. Parliament and the public. which can be adapted to the circumstances of 

office holders with varyîng responsibilities. and which will result in greater consistency 

in application."268 Charles Peten and Taylor Branch fiuther argue that "Absolute 

protection is needed for employees whose responsibility it is to protea the public's heaith 

and safety in order for them to feel fiee to go to the public whenever that is king 

threatened by defective products. harmfbl services. etc."L69 This proposed legislation 

would demonstrate the govemment's cornmitment to ensuring that both the public and 

private secton act in the public's best interest. 

The issue fiom a public policy perspective is whether society should provide 

greater legal legislation for whistleblowers. The primary reason of whistleblowing 

legislation should not be to catch dishonest or wasteful employees, but rather protect the 

right of ethicai employees to work in an ethical environment. The whistleblowing 

protection legislation should be enacted to protect those people who bring to the public's 

attention any matters that are contrary to the public interest. 
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Unethical. iUegal and illegdimate behaviour needs to be discourageci in al l  

organizations. regardless of whether the organkation is in the public or private sector. 

One way to do this is to establish legislation that will protect whistleblowers that expose 

the wrongdoing in the public ' s interest. Emplo yees play a d i c a l  ro le in safeguarding 

the public against unethical, illegal and illegitimate behaviour by organizations in the 

private and public sectors. "The Cananian Ba. Association in 1980 med to address the 

issue of an officer's duty when confkonted with an order to commit dirty deeds: 'The 

solution to the dilemma is not to give an immunity to prosecution for obedience to ordas. 

The solution is to give immunity fiom disciphary action for the obedience to the 

 la^."^" This argument helps strengthen the position that the govenunent should pass 

whialeblowing protection legislation to provide protection from retaliation against 

whistleblowers. 

Miceli and Near contend that whist1eblowing will mcrease in the fiiture due to the 

legal changes encouraging whi~tleblowin~.~~' This may be a valid predictioe 1 do not 

thuik that a negative or positive conclusion can be drawn fioom such a statement. The 

increase of whistleblowing allegations does not cornelate to the appropriateness of the 

proposed legislation. 

It is my prediction that the CWPA could also save the govemment nom potential 

lawsuits. The CWPA provides legal protection and grounds for public savants to 

disclose confidentid mformation about a wrongdogig that will be used in an invedigation 

and consequently, lead to a person(s) king chargeci. If there is no legal protection or 
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grounds for the disclosme of confidmtial mformation by public servants and there is an 

investigation based upon that wnMential information, the govemment may be sued for 

improper procedure, defamation of character, etc. A case m point is Brian Mulroney's 

lawsuit that he won against the Canadian govemment for improper procedure of 

investigation that led to his character defamation."' The investigation was based upon 

confidential information that the RCMP aquÏred through illegal means (a public servant 

blew the whistle on Mulroney's wrongdoing by discloshg confidential papers. memos 

and documents). The CWPA would eliminate the grounds for potential lawsuits like this 

one. 

My conclusion is that Canada needs to adopt the proposed whistleblowing 

protection legislation for the public and private secton. 1 argue that the whistleblower 

should be given staMory protection from retaliation by his or her organization and 

receive monetary compensation. This should not depend on whether the whistieblower is 

in the public or private sector. The propo sed legislation reco &es the différent fiduciary 

duties that a public servant may have over an employee of an organization in the pivate 

seaor. and the major differences between the two secton. That is one of the main 

reasons why separate legislation was proposed for the public and private sectors. 

The contention here is that a major media-laden political scanda1 will likely have 

to occur in the Canadian federal govenunent for this legislation to be passed. If a major 

scanda1 did not occur, the CWPA would niil be needed, but the pressure for it to be 

passeci would be absent. The pressure would primarily be applied through the public, 

which would demand protection for those emplo yees that discloseci the wrongdoing in the 
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public's interest. A political party wouid have to make a campaign promise to adopt 

whistleblowing protection legislation in Canada. The public wiLl need to ennire the 

political party follows through with their promises when they are elected. in addition, the 

public must hold the political party accoimtable for inrplementing this legislation to 

ensure that it is not passed as a cosmetic form of legislation. This legislation will act as 

the nnt nep towards other reforms in the funire regarding whistleblowing in the public 

and private sectors. 

Summary 

Lord Acton's dictum aates that "pwa compts and absohte power comipts 

abs~lute l~."~ '~ Some people in the public and private secton are m a position of 

authority where they have significant power over people. It is imperative that society 

provides protection for employees to disclose the wrongdoing that is occurring in 

organizations for ethical conduct should be strongly encouraged and promoted. 

Whist leblowing is about openness. accomtabilit y, quit y, justice and ultimately, 

democrac y. 

The proposed whistleblowing protection legislation provides broad protection for 

the public sector whistleblowers. Furthamore, the False Claims Act provides monetary 

incentive to the whistleblowers in the private and public sectors. It is assumed that it is in 

the public's ben interest to terminate any wrongdoing within either sector. This proposed 

legislation supports and encourages the disclonire of wrongdomg through the process of 

whist leblowing . 
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Research will need to be conducted as to the effectiveness of the proposed 

whinleblowîng legislation in the private and public sectors in Canada. The govemment 

will have to commit resources to analyzing and evaluating these changes. As weil. the 

govemment mua be willnig to lista to the needs and opinions of the public in regards to 

whistleblowing in the public and private secton. 

"Canadian govemments are not yet marching to identical ethicd drummers. But 

all  are moving towards greater fonnal regulation of official conduct. albeit at a different 

Pace and in response to local traditions and cir~umstances."~~~ This proposed 

whistleblowing protection legislation would not be a cure-ali for unethical. illegal and 

illegitimate behaviour in the public and private sectors. It will hopefuily encourage and 

promote greater ethicai conduct in these sectors. Furthemore. this legislation will ideaiiy 

serve as a mode1 of whistleblowing protection legislation to the provincial and municipal 

go vemment S. 

Whistleblowing will continue to be an emotionally charged and controvenial 

issue. A whistleblower m u t  make the subjective decision to blow the whistle on the 

unethical, illegal or illegitimate behaviou. that is occurring within his or her organization. 

It is in the public's ben interest to have the wrongdoing terminated in the organization, 

whether in the public or private sector. Thus, to support. encourage and aflum ethical 

conduct, the Canadian federal government needs to adopt legislation that will provide 

protection for the whistleblower. 
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